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Abstract 

 

English Funerary Monuments 1782-1795: Taste, Politics and Memory 

 

Matthew Edward Chalker, MA 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Supervisor:  Michael Charlesworth 

 

This thesis discusses the funerary monuments of Charles Watson-Wentworth, 2nd 

Marquis of Rockingham (1730-1782) and William Weddell (1736-1792). It investigates 

how each man’s political, social, cultural and collecting activities constructed their self-

identities. Then, it discusses the construction and formal characteristics of their funerary 

monuments. Finally, it analyzes how the monuments reflect these identities and evaluates 

the relative efficacy of the practice.  
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INTRODUCTION:  ELITE COLLECTING IN EIGHTEENTH 
CENTURY ENGLAND 

Among the most interesting memorials are those that attempt to display the 

deceased’s everlasting effigy and meant to give them a particular presence. Never again 

would those enshrined express their beliefs. Constructing funereal monuments became a 

highly fashionable practice throughout the eighteenth century in England.1 One would be 

hard-pressed to visit any English country estate or church without coming across an 

eighteenth century memorial. It is not always clear who designed and commissioned the 

memorials, sometimes it might be the deceased themselves through wills or commissions 

before death, in other cases the descendants of the deceased commissioned monuments to 

honor and memorialize their forebears.  In either case, these monuments perpetuate a 

specific memory of an individual through various formal elements.   

This thesis addresses the funeral monuments of two gentlemen from the 

Yorkshire region who were friends, yet had strikingly different monuments. The first, 

William Weddell was an extremely wealthy commoner who resided at the famous Newby 

Hall and whose memorial now stands in Ripon Cathedral (Figure 1). The second, Charles 

Watson-Wentworth, Second Marquis of Rockingham, lived at Wentworth Woodhouse 

and had his memorial constructed on the grounds of his estate (Figure 2).2  

Each man both had some amount of political aspiration in the Whig party. Both 

travelled to Italy on a Grand Tour, where they collected statuary for display in their lavish 

country estates. Significantly, the same artist, Joseph Nollekens, sculpted the central 
                                                
1 Lynn F. Pearson, Mausoleums, (Buckinghimshire: Shire Publications, 2002), 6. 
2 Rockingham had a variety of titles throughout his life, including Lord Malton, Earl of Malton, Lord 
Rockingham and Marquis of Rockingham. Many writers refer to him by different names, dependent on the 
time period they discuss. As I will be covering different periods, when he had different titles, I will simplify 
matters by simply referring to him as “Rockingham” for the remainder of this thesis. I recognize this may 
not be strictly accurate (particularly in regards to when he was in Italy), but Rockingham was his ultimate 
title, the one most people knew him as and will make this thesis easier to follow.  
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figure for their respective memorials. Yet, despite the large amount of overlap between 

the two gentlemen, the memorials were vastly different.  Memorials most successfully 

convey broad ideas about their subjects. As such, either Weddell and Rockingham or 

their followers focused on specific personal qualities for representation in the memorials.  

In both cases, nearly every formal element on the memorials relates back to the 

biographies of the respective men. Many of these elements can only be explained with 

further knowledge. This thesis investigates how their beliefs and activities explain the 

differences and illuminates larger issues about memorial construction at the time. Both 

memorials use inscriptions, which I will investigate along with the overall statement 

made by the formal elements.  

What foundational experiences molded Rockingham and Weddell’s sense of taste 

and style?  How do the formal elements of the memorials reflect the events of their lives? 

What were these aristocrats saying about themselves? What did they find important? In 

what way do these objects construct a particular memory? I hope to address these 

questions in the following study.  

In order to address these questions in a logical manner, I have not constructed the 

chapters chronologically, but instead divided them based on subject. The first chapter will 

look at general politics from the eighteenth century, the political battles the Whigs fought 

and why they were so proud of their beliefs. The second chapter discusses the influence 

of Ancient Rome, the neoclassical movement and the Grand Tour. Both Weddell and 

Rockingham took Grand Tours: although each treated the tour differently, the critical 

cultural experience molded each man’s sense of taste. I discuss the sculptural collections 

and physical display that resulted from the Grand Tours greatly influenced the design of 

the monuments in my third chapter. Finally, the artist Joseph Nollekens was critically 

involved in each memorial and I briefly describe his biography in chapter four.  
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Having covered what I believe to be the most important influences on the 

construction of the memorial, I will look at each memorial in detail in my fifth and sixth 

chapters. I will explain their construction, minute stylistic and formal details and look at 

how each man’s beliefs come out in their memorials. Finally, I will conclude the thesis 

by contrasting the two memorials, drawing on historical and contemporary memorials 

and theorizing on the relative efficacy of the practice.  
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Chapter 1:  Eighteenth century English society: Politics and 
Personalities 

 In discussions of British history, historians frequently group the years 

between 1688 and 1832 together under the name “long eighteenth century.”3 This era 

spans from the Glorious Revolution to passage of the Representation of the People Act 

and includes most of the reign of the House of Hanover. Three political parties, the 

Whigs, Tories and Jacobites, six monarchs (William, Anne and George I-IV), several 

wars (including the American Revolution), twenty-five prime ministers and countless 

landed gentry dominated the political scene. Understandably, interpretations of the events 

during this time vary widely, depending on the political leanings and background of the 

person behind the interpretation.  

As the Whigs were the party in power for much of the eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, their viewpoint tends to influence the early written political histories. Books 

such as Lord Macaulay’s The History of England from the ascension of James II, from 

1849, generally depict the Whigs as they ideally saw themselves.4 That is to say, from 

their inception, the Whigs saw themselves as champions for liberty and the common man 

while opposing the crown’s attempts to consolidate power. Their internal communication, 

publications and, notably for this study, art all display this self-characterization.  

Of course, these early interpretations of historic events are deeply flawed. They 

show vast preference for the Whig party while demonizing the Tories, Jacobites, and 

clearly, the monarchy.5  Herbert Butterfield was one of the first historians to point out the 
                                                
3 Frank O'Gorman,  The Long Eighteenth Century: British Political and Social History, 1688-1832. (New 
York: Arnold, 1997). 
4 Lord Thomas Babington Macaulay, The History of England from the Accession of James the Second. 
(Leipzig: B. Tauchnitz, 1849). 
 
5 In particular, the House of Stuart with the Jacobite claim, but really, Whig History lends no hand to the 
House of Hanover. 
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flaws of Whiggish history in The Whig Interpretation of History.6 History was not a 

series of events that led to predetermined goals. Specifically, the eighteenth century in 

England was not necessarily a struggle between the “heroic” Whigs and the “villainous” 

Tories towards inevitable constitutional liberty. However, this is the way concurrent 

histories were written. 

Modern interpretations of this era are far subtler and generally do not group 

parties into “good” and “bad” or “supporters of liberty” and “oppressors of the people.” 

Historians such as J.C.D. Clark, who revitalized studies of the eighteenth century in the 

1980’s at Cambridge and Oxford, reevaluate the events leading up to 1832 as separate 

from party politics.7 Whigs interpreted their ascension and dominance nearly as 

predetermined, the natural evolution of proper governance, the only way that things could 

have turned out. Instead, Clark summarizes modern interpretations thusly: “The 

significance of England’s long eighteenth century is in demonstrating that there were 

many routes to the present. Why, then, did it ever seem otherwise?”8  

I posit that it seemed otherwise due to the old maxim, “Those in power write the 

history.”9 The Whig party was in power for much of the eighteenth century and its 

members were in a position that benefited greatly from self-promotion. Twentieth century 

political histories of England, starting with Basil Willey in 1940 and culminating with 

J.C.D. Clark, are important to determine what actually happened and the significance of 

those actions. Furthermore, they ensure the victors, as they were, are not the only ones to 

write the history books.  

                                                
6 Butterfield, Herbert. The Whig Interpretation of History. (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 1965). 
7 J.C.D. Clark, English Society 1660-1832. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000). 
8 Clark, English Society, 19.  
9 Idiomatic saying often attributed to Winston Churchill.  
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I respect, understand and appreciate modern history. Whig history, or any history 

with a bias, is deeply flawed. However, this study discusses two Yorkshire Whigs and 

their self-representation in personal funerary monuments.10 It is not a new commentary 

on political or social history. How these men self-identified is of the utmost importance. 

For these gentlemen, Rockingham in particular, identity as a Whig was central to his 

character. As such, I present the political beliefs and background of these two men (and a 

mention of another who inherited Rockingham’s estates) as they saw themselves. While I 

will include modern interpretations wherever relevant, I will rely primarily on a Whig 

version of history. As best as I can tell, this is how they perceived themselves and how 

they formed the messages in the monuments.  

Much of the Whig party’s identity and many of their policies were primarily 

based in opposition in particular to the Tory party but also the Monarchy and Jacobitism. 

That is to say, in some sense the Whigs fulfilled the need to balance the distribution of 

power and as such tended to be a highly politically divisive group. Much like any 

contentious two party system, politics tended to bleed over into social and cultural life 

throughout the Eighteenth century. By and large, Whigs and Tories did not socialize and 

the odd aristocratic Jacobite who remained after the early part of the century was 

essentially outcast from public life.  

The Whigs came about during the Glorious Revolution, a religious and political 

revolution in 1688. The Glorious Revolution also saw the foundation of Jacobitism. The 

Glorious Revolution consisted, essentially, of the protestant William of Orange and Anne 

(of the House of Hanover) invading England at the invitation of several protestant Whig 

landowners and deposing the Catholic King James II. James II hid in France, where he 

                                                
10 Or, more accurately their representations by those closest to them, see chapters five and six 
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ruled over a pretender court filled with primarily Catholic supporters. These courtiers 

were eventually known as Jacobites. They desired, and occasionally fought battles, for 

the restoration of the House of Stuart.  

The Whigs became popular throughout the Glorious Revolution for their rhetoric 

that demanded liberty and rights of the people. They dominated parliamentary elections, 

in particular, the election of 1721. This election established the position of Prime 

Minister as the head of government with Sir Robert Walpole winning.11 Walpole 

maintained his post until 1742, and many historians consider his administration to be the 

coming of age for the Whig party. Indeed, his 22-year tenure as prime minister is still the 

longest in British history. This period was relatively stable and calm for the Whigs. While 

there were a number of minor political quarrels, they had control of parliament and the 

ear of George I. Towards the end of his reign, George I fell quite ill. Walpole took 

advantage of these circumstances, effectively becoming regent for day-to-day 

government operations.12 This vastly enhanced Whigs’ standing against the Tories. 

Another personal characteristic of Walpole marked a trend in the Whig party that 

Rockingham and Weddell would further perpetuate. Walpole established the Whigs as 

country gentlemen. Instead of focusing their attention on court politics like in an absolute 

monarchy, the Whigs spread out their bases to large country houses. This placed them in 

closer contact with the populace, distanced them from their purported adversaries in 

London and theoretically made them more capable of representing the public’s 

opinions.13  

                                                
11H.T. Dickinson, Walpole and the Whig Supremacy. London: English Universities Press, 1973. 
12 Dickinson, Walpole and the Whig Supremacy, 183. 
13 We can debate the effectiveness of this ad nauseam, but the important point is that the Tories, who were 
friendlier with the monarchy, supported the French-style court system while the Whigs tended to escape to 
their country estates.  
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Walpole himself was from Norfolk and many contemporaries commented on his 

country attitude and mannerisms, even though he did not maintain an estate of particular 

note back in Norfolk.14 Walpole also is notable for art historical purposes as he fathered 

the famous writer and historian Horace Walpole. While Robert Walpole never had any 

particularly interest in art, his son wrote extensively on the subject and maintained many 

contacts throughout the art world. Horace Walpole was in many respects a clearinghouse 

for Grand Tourists.15 He would often provide the tourists with letters of introduction to 

dealers, aristocrats and guides in Italy. Furthermore, he would frequently maintain 

contact with these tourists, writing letters back and forth while they were abroad. 

Following Robert Walpole’s tenure as Prime Minister, five different Whigs 

occupied the office in fairly quick succession, taking us to 1762 when the first Tories 

since 1714 took control of parliament. In 1760, George II died and George III ascended 

to the crown. John Stuart, Third Earl of Bute, tutored George III as a young man. Bute 

also happened to be a prominent Tory politician and his rise coincided with the ascension 

of the new King.16  

Following Bute, George Grenville reclaimed the office for the Whigs for two 

years.17 Grenville’s ministry was notable for the stamp act, a significant tax that applied 

exclusively to the American colonies and in many ways provoked the American 

Revolution. A controversial policy, many historians consider Grenville’s continued 

                                                
14 Stephen Taylor, ‘Walpole, Robert, first earl of Orford (1676–1745)’, Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
15 Paul Langford, ‘Walpole, Horatio , fourth earl of Orford (1717–1797)’, Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
16 Karl Wolfgang Schweizer, ‘Stuart, John, third earl of Bute (1713–1792)’, Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
 
17J.V. Becket and Peter D. G. Thomas. ‘Grenville, George (1712–1770)’, Oxford Dictionary of National 
Biography, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
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support of the stamp act to be the primary reason for his stepping down and being 

replaced with a new prime minister who opposed the stamp act: Charles Watson-

Wentworth, Second Marquis of Rockingham.  

Rockingham was born in Yorkshire in 1730.18 He came from an elite Northern 

English family, his father Thomas Watson-Wentworth was a significant landowner and 

MP from 1715-1728. The family home was the sprawling Wentworth Woodhouse estate 

in the Yorkshire countryside (Figure 3).  

The Watson-Wentworths were dedicated Whigs. During the final Jacobite 

uprising of 1745, Thomas named Charles a colonel in the King’s army and helped 

organize volunteers to prevent invasion. While this may seem like a drastic measure, if 

any part of England was vulnerable to the uprising it was the North. The proximity to the 

Catholic stronghold of Scotland and Ireland meant that the threat to the North was much 

greater than elsewhere. This commission into the military at the young age of 15 must 

have had a significant impression on Rockingham, both solidifying a hatred for the 

Jacobites, whom he saw as traitors, and distaste for the military, which can be 

demonstrated by his general pacifism with respects to the American Revolution.   

In early 1746, immediately after the 1745 uprising, Rockingham left Yorkshire 

for continental Europe. His specific destination was Geneva, where he studied under the 

tutorship of George Quarme.19 This was somewhat unusual as he was only 16 years old at 

the time and traditionally landed peers as himself would continue their education at a 

                                                
18 S.M. Farrell,  "Wentworth, Charles Watson-, Second Marquess of Rockingham (1730–1782)." In Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
19 Ross J.S. Hoffman, The Marquis: A Study of Lord Rockingham 1730-1782. New York: Fordham 
University Press, 1973, 5. 
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college in either Cambridge or Oxford. Furthermore, relations between England and the 

continent were somewhat strained at the time, indeed England remained at war with 

France. While travelling through the continent was not exactly dangerous (Rockingham 

and Quarme avoided France and were under the supervisions of Hanoverian agents), it 

also was not particularly advised. I have not been able to find an explanation for why 

exactly Rockingham took this trip, but Quarme wrote letters to Rockingham’s father 

indicating his son spent more time socializing with friends than at study. Perhaps 

Rockingham simply was a natural leader, did not excel at academics and would have 

struggled at University. Regardless, Rockingham’s time in Geneva served as a prelude to 

his Grand Tour of Italy, undertaken from Geneva and through France in 1748.20  

Rockingham remained in Italy for approximately a year and a half, the details of 

which I will be discussing in the chapter three. However one major event occurred back 

in England during his trip home: Rockingham’s father died in December, 1750.21 

Rockingham had not seen his father in a number of years and there is no indication of 

them being particularly close. That being said, this was critical as it meant Rockingham’s 

Grand Tour was not only a symbolic rite of passage, but a very literal one as well. Upon 

his return, he would inherit his father’s position. Specifically, on May 13, 1751, 

Rockingham’s 21st birthday, he officially came into his full inheritance.22 This included 

the estates in Yorkshire, Northhamptonshire and Ireland with annual rent rolls of 

approximately £20,000 (a massive sum for the time), parliamentary “interests” including 

three separate seats (two for Malton and one for Higham Ferrers) and nominations of 23 

                                                
20 John Ingamells,  Dictionary of British and Irish Travellers in Italy 1701-1800, 986-87. New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1997. 
21 Hoffman, The Marquis, 9.  
22 Hoffman, The Marquis, 10. 
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livings and five chaplaincies to the Anglican Church. This was a tremendous amount of 

power to come into as a young peer and he took to both the business and political 

interests with great vigor. He immediately took to the fields, directing a variety of 

technical and agricultural improvements that summer. He also entered the House of 

Lords during their next session, speaking for the first time on March 17, 1752.  

Unfortunately, his initial foray into politics seems to have been a disaster. MP’s 

with significantly more experience and oratory skill contested against Rockingham in the 

debate he entered (over Scottish lands seized from Jacobites in 1745). His friend Horace 

Walpole poked fun at Rockingham, saying he should not have entered “a debate so much 

above his force.” His uncle, the Solicitor General William Murray, was properly horrified 

and insisted Rockingham undertake further tutoring with George Quarme, studying the 

oratory skills of Demosthenes and ancient and modern history. This was quite 

scandalous, as Rockingham purportedly received an education on the continent and it was 

unheard of for a MP in the House of Lords to effectively go back to school. Further 

scandalizing the event, Rockingham dawdled with his tutoring, putting it off for at least 

six weeks.23 Reading between the lines, it simply seems education did not interest 

Rockingham. He had already received his station in life, made many close friends both in 

England and abroad and possibly thought he had no need for academic thought.  

1752 marked two other significant events in Rockingham’s life. First, George II 

made him a Lord of the Bedchamber. A high honor, this officially placed Rockingham 

among the King’s trusted inner circle (a position he would tenuously maintain due to his 

Whig allegiance). Second, he got married to Mary Bright on February 26.24 Now styled 

                                                
23 Hoffman, The Marquis, 12. 
24S.M. Farrell, “Wentworth, Mary Watson- , marchioness of Rockingham (bap. 1735, d. 1804).” in Oxford 
Dictionary of National Biography (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004). 
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the Marchioness of Rockingham, Bright brought £60,000 and two estates near Sheffield 

to the marriage. Rockingham, however, does not appear to have married exclusively for 

wealth or status. Letters between the two are quite passionate and consistently express 

longing for the other’s company.25 Furthermore, contemporary accounts claim Bright was 

a strong character, with quick wit, intelligence and good sense of humor. These attributes 

seem well matched for her husband, who appears to have enjoyed a fine afternoon chat 

with friends over reading the classics.  

Many factors kept Rockingham at Wentworth Woodhouse more than London 

throughout the 1750’s. These included, but are by no means limited to, a good marriage, 

many business concerns in Northern England, interests in architecture and collecting 

picked up on the Grand Tour. Despite being a Lord of the Bedchamber and a MP in the 

House of Lords, he stayed in Yorkshire for most of the year. This possibly led to a 

division between Rockingham and the established Whigs. He was slowly becoming more 

of a man of the people than other Whigs, notably Walpole and his immediate circle. 

1753 marked the institutionalization of Rockingham’s political power. The Whig 

Club in York renamed itself the Rockingham Club in his honor that year.26 This brought 

an automatic following of 133 members who became known as the Rockinghamite 

Whigs. Whether this renaming was due to Rockingham’s leadership or if the club simply 

wanted to group behind a well-connected peer with political ambitions is irrelevant, as 

Rockingham now had a power base from which he would inevitably rise.  

                                                
25 Kerry Bristol and Jill Low, “Willieam Weddell – a biographical note” in Drawing from the Past: 
William Weddell and the Transformation of Newby Hall, ed. Corinne Miller, et al. (Leeds: Leeds Museums 
and Galleries, 2004), 21. 
26Robert Eccleshall and Graham Walker. Biographical Dictionary of British Prime Ministers. (London: 
Routledge, 1998), 47. 
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While Rockingham and George II had a cordial, if not friendly, relationship, he 

did not get along with George III at all. Upon George III’s ascension in 1760, 

Rockingham’s position as the primary opposition against the monarchy only grew. 

George III preferred Lord Bute, the Tory mentioned above. In 1762, Rockingham 

resigned his post as Lord of the Bedchamber in protest, with several other Rockinghamite 

Whigs following suit.27 Shortly after, King George III took away most of Rockingham’s 

honorary titles, and Rockingham fully retreated to Wentworth Woodhouse to groom and 

maintain his political base.  

The official opinions of the political parties split once conflict began in the 

American colonies, Tories and more conservative Whigs wanted to maintain a hold on 

the colonies, continue (or in some cases increase) taxation and keep political control. In 

particular, George Grenville supported constant pressure on the colonies to capitulate to 

British will. Rockinghamite Whigs thought this betrayed Whigish principles of personal 

freedoms and liberty. As such, they rejected Grenville’s policies primarily based on the 

enactment of the Stamp Act. 28 Popular opinion swayed towards Rockingham and his 

followers as well, which eventually forced Grenville to step down in July of 1765. 

Rockingham replaced him, as prime minister, where he spoke out against the treatment of 

the Americans and attempted to repeal the Stamp Act.29 Internal dissent within the 

cabinet and disagreements with George III led to a generally ineffective ministry that 

only lasted a little more than 12 months. Although Rockingham’s first ministry was 

                                                
27 Hoffman, The Marquis, 44. 
28 Obviously, the internal politics of the Whig party were substantially more complicated than this, but the 
treatment of the American colonies, in particular in regards to the Stamp Act, was a central issue.  
29 Paul Langford, The First Rockingham Administration: 1765-1766. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1973). 
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extremely short, it was also quite influential. He came to power as initial conflicts began 

in the American colonies and as Great Britain was rising to be the dominant world power.  

From 1766 to 1782, Rockingham fell back into opposition within the House of 

Lords. In particular, he tended to speak of Whig ideals such as constitutional rights and 

representation. He also further supported British withdrawal from America and opposed 

the Revolutionary War. This was not because Rockingham supported the American 

Government, indeed he thought the American leaders to be corrupt (albeit popular).30 

Instead, he saw the war in America not so much over economic issues, but over political 

issues and the British position as a support for the leadership of the Crown and a rejection 

of constitutional rights.  

The sixteen years of Rockingham’s opposition saw three different prime 

ministers, two short Whig ministries and an extended Tory ministry. William Pitt the 

Elder, 1st Earl of Chatham, replaced Rockingham with a more moderate Whig ministry 

from 1766 to 1768. Pitt held imperial aspirations and sought to extend Great Britain’s 

reach, particularly in Canada. It seems neither parliament nor the voting public were 

ready to support such expansion as a policy, as Augustus Fitzroy, 3rd Duke of Grafton 

(from Rockingham’s first cabinet) replaced him between 1768 and 1770. Fitzroy was a 

more liberal Whig in the style of Rockingham and attempted to broker a truce with 

America.31 

 For a variety of reasons beyond this study, reconciliation was impossible and 

George III became dedicated to defending British interests in America. In order to ensure 

his absolute control over the country during wartime, George III installed the Tory, 

                                                
30 Frank O'Gorman, The Rise of Party in England. The Rockingham Whigs. 1760–1782. (London: Allen & 
Unwin Ltd, 1975), 401.  
31 Eccleshall, Biographical Dictionary of British Prime Ministers, 61.  
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Frederick North, Lord North, as prime minister.32 Lord North stayed on as prime minister 

for 12 years, from 1770 until 1782. The war with America clearly dominated most 

aspects of his tenure. Indeed, he left office due to a vote of no confidence within 

parliament following news of the crippling British loss at Yorktown.  

As the most vocal opponent of the Revolutionary War and probably the most 

prominent Whig still in parliament, Rockingham stepped into the role of Prime Minister 

for the second time on March 27, 1782.33 This role further suited him as he was popularly 

identified with peace. Rockingham’s first declaration was an acknowledgement of 

American independence, effectively ending the war. Upon taking office, Rockingham 

discovered that supporters of the war had run all significant ministries. Now that the war 

was over, Rockingham chose to clean house. He completely removed every minister with 

an appointment, replacing them with Rockinghamite Whigs. Critical appointments 

included many member of his close circle, several of whom appear in his monument (see 

chapter five). This complete upheaval was akin to a revolution, as the governance 

completely shifted from a conservative, monarchy-serving government to a liberal 

government purportedly representing the people’s interests.  

This administration was also Rockingham’s last mark on British politics; he 

suddenly died a little less than four months after taking office, on July 1, 1782.34 The 

ministers Rockingham installed took over parliament and governance following his 

death. These men ran Great Britain for decades, William Henry Cavendish, 3rd Duke of 

Portland, Lord Chamberlain under Rockingham, became Prime Minister in 1783 and 

again in 1807. In general, Rockingham’s extremely brief tenures as Prime Minister were 

                                                
32 Eccleshall, Biographical Dictionary of British Prime Ministers, 64. 
33 Hoffman, The Marquis, 379. 
34 Hoffman, The Marquis, 382. 
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more significant than other ministries of similar length. Rockingham’s oppositional 

political opinions and knack at appointing MPs and other ministers who later became 

influential meant Rockingham was in some ways a political kingmaker; the man who is 

more influential for those he put in power than for his own political policies.  

William Weddell is a perfect example of one MP who tugged on Rockingham’s 

coattails. Weddell was elected to parliament in 1766. This seems to be due exclusively to 

his close friendship with Rockingham. His tenure in parliament was largely uneventful, 

indeed in the numerous political histories of the era, Weddell merits hardly a mention.35 

Further underscoring his reliance on Rockingham’s support, Weddell immediately lost 

the next election following Rockingham’s death.36 

Weddell was a commoner who inherited a tremendous fortune from his great-

uncle, the stock speculator Thomas Weddell, by way of his father. In addition to money, 

Weddell also inherited the Yorkshire estate of Newby Hall, but no hereditary peerage or 

ancestral seat in parliament. The lack of a title inspired his great-uncle, father and finally 

Weddell himself to strive for recognition. All of the Weddells had naturally strong 

ambition: they had wealth, land and the majority of their social acquaintances were peers 

of the realm. While they were economically equal with their friends, they were simply 

below them socially. 

In 1766, shortly following his return from Italy, Weddell was elected to both 

parliament and the prestigious Society of Dilettanti (of which Rockingham was also a 

                                                
35 Primarily, Weddell does not appear in: Thomas, George. Memoirs of the Marquis of Rockingham and 
His Contemporaries. London: Richard Bentley, New Burlington Street, 1852; O'Gorman, Frank. The Long 
Eighteenth Century : British Political and Social History, 1688-1832. New York Arnold, 1997; and 
Langford, Paul. The First Rockingham Administration: 1765-1766. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1973. 
He only is mentioned in passing as taking over the second Malton seat in Hoffman, Ross J.S. The Marquis: 
A Study of Lord Rockingham 1730-1782. New York: Fordham University Press, 1973.  
36 Bristol and Low, “William Weddell,” 19.  
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member). 37 The Society of Dillettanti was a social group founded in 1732 by aristocrats 

who had recently returned from their Grand Tours.38 By 1736, the group included 48 

members, a number which remained approximately constant for most of the eighteenth 

century.39 An Horace Walpole is oft-quoted from a letter to Horace Mann in regards to 

the society; “a club, for which the nominal qualification is having been in Italy, and the 

real one being drunk.”40 As Jason Kelly points out, this quote exaggerates the character 

and has damaged the memory of the club.41 Indeed, socializing was a central activity for 

the Dillettanti but this group of travellers was the primary arbiter of elite taste throughout 

the eighteenth century. Membership was effectively an official declaration of an 

individual’s taste. 

In 1771, six years after returning from Italy, Weddell married Elizabeth Ramsden. 

Ramsden is a particularly critical character in this study, as she was Lady Rockingham’s 

half-sister (Lady Rockingham’s mother remarried Sir John Ramsden in 1748, Elizabeth 

was the result of this marriage).42 Lady Rockingham herself introduced the couple, 

evidently, there was much speculation as to whether this pairing would be successful, but 

as we can see from the marriage, the concerns were for naught.  

Rockingham and his wife had no children, so his property transferred to his 

nearest male relative, Earl William Fitzwilliam, his sister Anne’s son.43 While 

                                                
37 Bristol and Low, “William Weddell,” 18. 
38 Jason M. Kelly, The Society of Dilletanti, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009), xii. 
39 Kelly, The Society of Dilletanti, xii.  
40 Horace Walpole, “From Walpole 14 April 1743,” in Horace Walpole’s Correspondence Volume XVII 
ed. W.S. Lewis, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1960), 211. 
41 Kelly, The Society of Dilletanti, 7. 
42 Bristol and Low, “William Weddell,” 21. 
43 David Wilkinson. “Fitzwilliam, William Wentworth, second Earl Fitzwilliam in the peerage of Great 
Britain, and fourth Earl Fitzwilliam in the peerage of Ireland (1748–1833)”, in Oxford Dictionary of 
National Biography, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004).  At the time of Rockingham’s death, 
Fitzwilliam held the title of Earl and was known as William Fitzwilliam. Several years later he appended 
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Fitzwilliam inherited Rockingham’s material posessions, his indirect connection 

precluded him from receiving the marquisate. Yet, the addition of Rockingham’s 

property to his own brought him tremendous wealth, the total rent rolls on all of 

Fitzwilliam’s properties exceeded £60,000.44 This wealth combined with both his 

personal contacts from his schooldays at Eton (Charles James Fox in particular) and his 

uncle’s old supporters set Fitzwilliam up to climb the political ranks. 

Although he had been a member of the House of Lords since 1769, his uncle’s 

death thrust him into the political spotlight. Writing to Fitzwilliam, Edmund Burke stated 

“You have his place to fill and his example to follow…You are Lord Rockingham in 

everything … I trust… that you will take an early and a very considerable part in 

affairs.”45 However, Fitzwilliam did not have quite as much experience as either the 

Duke of Portland or Charles James Fox, who co-headed the Fox-North coalition that 

succeeded Rockingham in leading the Whig Party.  

In yet another example of how he followed his uncle’s footsteps, it appears he 

quarreled with the sitting monarch. Apparently, the Duke of Portland lobbied King 

George III for a number of years to extend the Marquisate of Rockingham to Fitzwilliam 

as he had taken his uncle’s mantle. However, the King refused, not only the Marquisate, 

but indeed any further title in the English peerage.46  

 The Fox-North coalition crumbled between 1790 and 1793 due to differences of 

opinion over the proper reaction to the French revolution. 47 There were a number of 

                                                                                                                                            
the Wentworth name to his own and even later received the title of Lord, so his complete name at death was 
“Lord William Wentworth Fitzwilliam.” 
44 Wilkinson, “Fitzwilliam, William Wentworth”.  
45 After Wilkinson, “Fitzwilliam, William Wentworth”.  
46 Wilkinson, “Fitzwilliam, William Wentworth”. 
47 Smith, E.A. Whig Principles and Party Politics: Earl Fitzwilliam and the Whig Party 1748-1833. 
Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1975, 117. 
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factions, some proposing to support the revolutionaries, some asking for a strong, 

monarchy-led counter-revolution and others essentially wishing to ignore French affairs.  

Fitzwilliam was stuck in the middle, as he saw emphatic support for the revolutionaries 

as potentially dangerous but also wanted to maintain his group’s position as the primary 

opposition to monarchial influence. In particular, the revolution forced him to slowly cut 

political ties with Charles James Fox. His longtime friendship with Fox forced him to not 

make any grand political gestures and instead gradually switch from an allegiance to Fox 

to an allegiance to the Duke of Portland’s majority Whig group.48   

 Fitzwilliam went on to continue a respectable political career, including a time as 

Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. However, following 1793 he effectively had broken any ties 

to the close-knit group founded by his uncle. This is not to say he lost his political 

ideology, however the exact specifics of his later beliefs are somewhat irrelevant to this 

study. However, eventually that group fell apart without Rockingham’s famous ability to 

bring and keep people together in opposition to the party line.    
 
  

                                                
48 And, by proxy, throwing his support behind the sitting Tory prime minister, William Pitt the Younger.  
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Chapter 2: The Grand Tour: Forming Dilettanti  

 The Grand Tour was a cultural phenomenon throughout the late seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries wherein young aristocrats (primarily English men, although many 

other nationalities and some women took part in Grand Tours) visited continental Europe. 

Traditionally the tourists travelled for several years in their late teens with an older tutor 

or guide (colloquially known as a Bear Leader), treating the excursion as a sort of 

educational rite of passage. By far, Italy was the most popular destination, where the 

young gentlemen would socialize with their Italian counterparts, tour the famous 

collections, and purchase art to decorate their estates. Many scholars have written 

extensively on both the general nature of the Grand Tour and specific Tourists’ 

experiences, and as such any more detail is superfluous to this study.49   

 Both Rockingham and Weddell took Grand Tours late in their teens. Each treated 

their Grand Tours as educational experiences, like their predecessors, however each 

behaved very differently while in Italy. In particular, they visited different sites, had 

diametrically opposed purchasing strategies and amassed contrasting collections. These 

experiences combined with their political beliefs and personal activities back in England 

to form their individual sense of taste. Eventually, each of their concepts of taste inspired 

them (and their followers) to create unique lasting memorials.  

                                                
49 Essential sources which I utilized for general information about the Grand Tour include Haskell, Francis, and 
Nicholas Penny. Taste and the Antique: The Lure of Classical Sculpture 1500-1900. New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1981; Ingamells, John. Dictionary of British and Irish Travellers in Italy 1701-1800, 986-87. New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1997 and Black, Jeremy. Italy and the Grand Tour. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003. 
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Rockingham took a somewhat unusual approach with his travels in continental 

Europe. Most travellers viewed their Grand Tours as a continuation of their university-

level education, however Rockingham relied exclusively upon his tour for his higher 

education. Rockingham forwent a traditional stay at Cambridge and instead took 

residence in Geneva from 1746-1748 under the tutelage of George Quarme.50 In October 

1748, Rockingham went directly to Italy from Geneva under the guidance of Major 

James Forrester. He remained in Italy for approximately 20 months, spending the most of 

his time in the major destinations of Florence, Rome, Naples and Venice.  

Like most other tourists, Rockingham had the goal of increasing his family’s art 

collection throughout his travels. Letters from the winter of 1748 and spring of 1749 

between Rockingham and his father discuss a significant expansion at Wentworth 

Woodhouse that required decorations.51  These expansions placed fairly specific 

requirements on the statues, as they wanted eight complete pieces, each approximately 

six feet high to fit appropriately in the niches52.  While Rockingham’s father provided a 

budget of £500 for the purchase of marble statues and tables, this simply was insufficient 

to acquire high-quality original antiques. Instead, Rockingham decided to commission 

copies of eight of the most famous antiquities. Writing from Florence on September 1, 

1749, he had decided upon “the Venus, Faun, Mercury and Idol” (Figure 5, 6, 7, 8) 

                                                
50 Farrell, "Wentworth, Charles Watson-, Second Marquess of Rockingham (1730–1782)." 
51 John Ingamells, "Charles Watson-Wentworth, Earl of Malton," in A Dictionary of British and Irish Travellers in 

Italy 1701-1800, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 631. 
52 The general shape of these niches can be seen behind the casts Rockingham purchased in Figures 5-8. 
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continuing with “at Rome I shall take four more of the Copies of the finest statues 

there.”53  

The Uffizi Gallery held all four Florentine statues Rockingham copied for 

Wentworth Woodhouse.54 In fact, three of the four statues were shown in one room, the 

Tribuna.55 That Rockingham specifically commissioned a copy of these, because they 

were among the most famous and fashionable statues. However, the impact the Uffizi 

galleries had upon Rockingham’s personal sense of taste cannot be overstated. Fully half 

of his Italian “souvenirs” came from the Uffizi and he undoubtedly admired the 

institution’s collecting and display principles. Primarily, the Uffizi was a semi-public 

institution. As compared to the restrictive private collections, where the visitor had to 

know someone in order to gain access, the public at large could generally visit the Uffizi 

upon request to the magistrate. In 1769 Leopold II, Grand Duke of Tuscany (and future 

Holy Roman Emperor) lifted all restrictions on the gallery, officially opening it up to the 

public as a museum.56 While this progressive step came several decades after 

Rockingham’s visit, it is still notable to point out the Uffizi’s liberal policies. 

                                                
53 Ingamells, "Charles Watson-Wentworth," 632.  
54 To this day, three of these statues remain in the Uffizi. Sometime around 1897, the Idol was moved to 
the Museo Archeologico in Florence. Francis Haskell and Nicholas Penny. Taste and the Antique: The Lure 
of Classical Sculpture 1500-1900, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981), 240.  
55 The Tribuna was (and remains) perhaps the most famous room of antiquities in all of Italy, with the 
Dancing Faun, Mercury and Venus d’Medici all residing within its red walls. Only the Idol was in a 
different room. Today, the Museo Archaeologico in Florence holds the Idol.  
56  Luciano Berti. "Profilo Di Storia Degli Uffizi." In Gli Uffizi: Catalogo Generale, (Firenze: Centro Di, 1979), 21-
47. 
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Rockingham’s decision to emulate their collection could be taken to reflect his Whig 

ideals of liberty and equality. 

Furthermore, that he selected works almost exclusively from the Tribuna 

demonstrates his desire to display taste as a true connoisseur of art. Bernardo Buontaleni, 

one of the principle architects for the Medici family during construction of the Uffizi 

(along with Vasari and Parigi) designed the Tribuna to stand out.57 As compared to the 

other galleries in the Uffizi, Bountaleni intended for the Tribuna to be a sort of salon, 

modeled after sitting rooms in various Italian palazzos where connoisseurs would gather 

to discuss the finer points of art. Johann Zoffany emphasized the Tribuna’s fame as an 

elite gathering place with his 1772 painting, The Tribuna of the Uffizi. (Figure 8) 

commissioned by Queen Charlotte. While Rockingham famously disagreed with her 

husband’s policies, that another English elite figure of such high standing held the 

Tribuna in such high regard emphasizes the impact of the room and collection on English 

culture.   

That is not to say that Rockingham exclusively based his purchasing decision 

based on his experiences within the Uffizi. Sir Horace Mann wrote to Horace Walpole 

from Florence in 1756, stating that “There are, I think, but five figures in gesso of the 

same size, which are the Venus, the Faun, the Mercury, Bacchus (Michelangelo’s 

                                                
57 Galleria degli Uffizi, Mostra Storica Degli Tribuna Degli Uffizi. (Firenze Tipolitografia, 1971), 12.  
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Bacchus) and the Idol.”58 So, Rockingham’s selection may certainly have been based 

primarily on the availability of casts, however that these were the only extant casts of 

antiquities underscores their primacy. 

So, we have several conflicting ideas about Rockingham’s collecting in Florence. 

On one hand, he chose pieces from a generally progressive institution, more accessible 

than private collections. On the other, he exclusively chose works from a room that was 

well known for propping up elite attitudes. And finally, confounding everything, he also 

may have chosen these works simply because they were the only ones available. I do not 

think that Rockingham necessarily thought about these issues while making 

commissions, however the first two conflicting concepts, of progressive liberal access 

while maintaining an elite attitude will come up again in discussion about his memorial.   

After his time in Florence, Rockingham first travelled to Rome, arriving by 

October 1749.59 During this short stop, Horace Mann introduced Rockingham to Cardinal 

Albani. Rockingham promptly continued on to Naples, staying from December 1749 

until late Janurary 1750. He then returned to Rome for a second short stay from early 

February until late April. During his second stay in Rome, Rockingham rounded out his 

collection with four more copies of antiquities, including the Capitoline Flora, the 

Capitoline Antinous, Germanicus and the Callypygian Venus. (Figures 9, 10, 11, 12)60  

                                                
58 Horace Mann, “From Mann 16 April 1756,” in Horace Walpole’s Correspondence Volume XX ed. W.S. 
Lewis, (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1960), 547. 
59 Ingamells, "Charles Watson-Wentworth," 632 
60 Unlike in Florence, these copies were in marble and were not his only purchases in Rome. He also 
purchased Foggini’s modern marble group Samson and the Philistines, several paintings and numerous 
Roman medallions and coins. However, Rockingham seems to have been primarily interested in copies of 
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While all of these statues were extremely famous, they came from different 

collections. This variety emphasizes both the Uffizi’s preeminent, influential position in 

Florence and the larger number of high-quality collections in Rome. As indicated by their 

names, the Capitoline Museum held both the Capitoline Flora and Antinous. The 

Capitoline was (and remains) the dominant public collection of antiquities in Rome, so 

Rockingham’s selection of two works from their collections comes as no surprise.61  

On the other hand, Rockingham’s commission of a Germanicus copy is very 

interesting as he was only able to view a modern copy of the original Germanicus, 

therefore he essentially commissioned a copy of a copy.62 Records are unclear as to who 

exactly discovered Germanicus, but the Peretti family owned the statue and displayed it 

in their Villa until approximately 1685, when King Louis XIV purchased it for the 

Grande Galerie at Versailles.63 Germanicus remains in France to this day, now installed 

in the Louvre. However, before the Peretti family sold the work, they allowed the French 

Academy in Rome to make a plaster cast, which the Academy then displayed in their 

galleries.  

The final statue Rockingham commissioned while in Italy was a copy of the 

Callipygean Venus. This Venus stands out as the only statue of the eight held in a private 

                                                                                                                                            
antiquities and these are the most relevant purchases for this thesis. Ingamells, "Charles Watson-
Wentworth," 632. 
61 Settimo Bocconi, The Capitoline Collections. Translated by A. Elinor Bocconi. (Rome: Enzo Pinci, 1930). 
62 Of course, all of the Roman originals were really just copies of Greek originals, so any copy of these 
statues is a copy of a copy. However, if I continue that logic Rockingham asked for a copy of a copy of a 
copy, at which point the discussion begins to get a bit irrelevant (especially to any argument I may be 
trying to make regarding collecting principles and taste). 
63 Haskell and Penny, Taste and the Antique, 219. 
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collection.64 Specifically, the Callipygean Venus was in the Palazzo Farnese while 

Rockingham was in Rome. Eventually the statue moved to Naples in 1786, where it 

settled at the Museo Nazionale. However, the private nature of the Palazzo Farnese was a 

critical divergence from Rockingham’s established collecting tradition. Entrance to the 

Palazzo Farnese collection required personal invitation or some type of mutual 

connection. As such, the general public could not view directly view the famous statues 

including the Callipygean Venus, instead relying on widely distributed prints and 

miniature copies.65  

Rockingham’s selection of the Callipygean Venus becomes even more curious 

when we look at all his commissions from a stylistic viewpoint. Of the other seven 

statues, six are traditionally classic, rigid, stoic, even perhaps slightly stodgy. Only the 

Dancing Faun has a dynamic vitality and expresses emotion. The Callipygean Venus 

continues this dynamism with a risqué pose commented upon by many tourists. Unlike 

the Venus d’Medici, who bashfully covers her nudity, the Callipygean Venus is raising 

her garments, partially exposing herself. Her expression does not make the intentions 

behind her action apparent, whether they were part of a dance or simple exhibitionism. In 

either case, this brashness was yet another way in which the Callipygean Venus stood out 

for Rockingham. As far as I am aware, Rockingham never wrote about this purchase, so 

his intentions may be lost to history, but it is quite evident that this Venus made a 

significant impression on him.     

                                                
64 Philipe Senechal, "I Marmi Antichi Della Collezione Farnese," in I Farnese Arte E Collezionismo. 
(Milano: Electa, 1995), 123. 
65 Wedgewood made one such copy. Haskell and Penny, Taste and the Antique, 318 
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The Palazzo Farnese was not the only private collection Rockingham visited 

while in Italy. At minimum he visited Cardinal Albani’s villa in Rome and surely visited 

others as well.66 The Palazzo Farnese and Albani’s villa, like most elite Italian Palazzos, 

had a significant feature that substantially impacted Rockingham: a display of Uomini 

Famosi (famous men).67  Essentially, a Uomini Famosi collection was a set of busts of 

distinguished ancient Romans. The most common grouping and display included the 

Twelve Ceasars.68  Northern European families had a similar tradition, although they 

tended to include primarily direct family members instead of historical figures. In either 

case, the statement from the display was the same: these are the men who came before us, 

formed our opinions and we look up to. Many of the stops on not only Rockingham’s, but 

all other Grand Tours, included several examples of Uomini Famosi. 

This is all to say, independent collections had a lesser effect on Rockingham. The 

form and style of classical statues impressed him more than their antique nature. He did 

not specifically seek out authentic antiquities, instead purchasing copies of his favorites 

to display at his family home. Contrasted with Rockingham, William Weddell was a 

refined man who only sought out the best examples of true antiquities.  

Few other tourists seem to have taken advantage of the collecting opportunities of 

the grand tour as William Weddell. Martin Myrone states, “ Weddell’s Grand Tour was, 

for a start, exceptionally productive. Quite simply there was more patronage, more 
                                                
66 Ingamells, "Charles Watson-Wentworth," 632. Without personal access to Rockingham’s letters and 
notes, I cannot comment on his itinerary beyond what secondary sources record.  
67 This feature is also sometimes called a Uomini Illustri 
68 Carole Paul, The Borghese Collections and the Display of Art in the Age of the Grand Tour, (Burlington: 
Ashgate, 2008), 23. 
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buying, more doing and seeing than we encounter in many Tours of the period.”69 

Unfortunately, all of this information is based on limited documentation. Neither Weddell 

nor his companion, the Reverend William Palgrave, kept diaries.70 Furthermore, Weddell 

didn’t write any letters from Italy that survive, while Palgrave only wrote a small number 

of inconsequential letters. Most of the information we have regarding Weddell’s Grand 

Tour comes from secondary sources such as other tourists diaries, antiquities dealer 

receipts and artists records. Nevertheless, these sources all indicate an extremely 

productive tour. 

Before he left England, Weddell arranged for significant renovations on his 

Newby Hall estate.71 The primary component of the renovation was the addition of a new 

sculpture gallery and will be discussed more in chapter three. 

While he travelled with many of the traditional educational purposes, Weddell’s 

primary goal was to fill this new gallery with various acquisitions from his trip. As a 

wealthy man without title, Weddell According to Kerry Bristol and Jill Low in the book 

Drawing from the Past: William Weddell and the Transformation of Newby Hall, “For a 

man in Weddell’s position, a fashionable house and suitable collections were the outward 

signs of status and ambition.”72 

                                                
69 Martin Myrone, “Taste, Travel and the Reform of Cultre in the 1760’s,” in Drawing from the Past: 
William Weddell and the Transformation of Newby Hall. (Leeds: Leeds Museums and Galleries, 2004), 42.  
70 Palgrave was a close friend of Weddell’s from Cambridge.  
71 Ingamells, "William Weddell," 986. 
72 Bristol and Low, “William Weddell – a biographical note,” in Drawing from the Past 13.  
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Weddell and Palgrave left Yorkshire in late 1764. The pair travelled along the 

traditional northern route through Geneva, arriving in Florence on December 2.73 They 

did not stay in Florence for long, instead continuing on to his primary destination, Rome. 

Weddell and Palgrave stayed in Rome from 23 December 1764 until 9 March 1765, when 

they continued southward to Naples. They then stayed in Naples for several weeks, 

returning to Rome for another month, from 31 March 1765 until early May of that year. 

Their return trip took them through Venice, with the duo arriving back in England in 

early July 1765.  

I cannot comment on any specific collections Weddell may have visited, as we 

have no specific record of any visits.74 That being said, the collections he visited are less 

important than the purchases he made. Before leaving England, Weddell’s friends James 

Grant and Thomas Robinson provided him with letters of introduction to the prominent 

antiquities dealers in Rome, Thomas Jenkins and the artist Gavin Hamilton.75  

 In particular, Thomas Jenkins had a significant impact on Weddell’s collection. 

In a letter to Thomas Robinson dated 5 June 1765, Jenkins stated, “your Relation Mr. 

Weddell purchased the greatest part of the Paintings and Sculptures that I had.”76 

Weddell effectively cleared Jenkins’ supply out. Neither Weddell nor Jenkins recorded 

the precise statues or paintings Weddell purchased, but export documents show him 

shipping 12 cases of marbles on 15 April 1765 and 86 individual paintings on 11 May 

                                                
73 Ingamells, "William Weddell," 987. 
74 The closest to a confirmed visit is the Villa Albani in Rome. Abbe Grant, one of Cardinal Albani’s 
personal aides acted as Weddell and Palgrave’s guide during their visit. 
75 Ingamells, "William Weddell," 987. 
76 After Ingamells, "William Weddell," 987. 
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1765. Most of these were purchased from Jenkins (with an exception of the 

commissioned paintings, see below).  

While Jenkins was Weddell’s primary source, he was not his sole source. Indeed, 

Weddell purchased one of the works most significant to the current study from Piranesi.77 

The Ibis standing on a circular plinth was unusual as most English collectors at this time 

preferred either mythological or historic figures (Figure 13).  Indeed, animals became 

more common as Rome became depleted of high quality pieces in the collector’s 

preferred styles. So, in one manner, Weddell was at the forefront of a trend that continued 

into the nineteenth century with this purchase. This piece, in particular stands out not for 

the Ibis atop, but instead for the plinth with an Ouroboros encircling it. This Roman 

original must have had a special significance to Weddell. He commissioned a copy of the 

plinth to use in his memorial at Rippon Cathedral, placing his bust by Nollekens atop it. 

These initial shipments were then followed by his most significant purchase: the 

renowned Barberini Venus. Shortly before returning to England, Jenkins brokered the 

somewhat controversial purchase and surreptitious export of the Barberini Venus. As a 

named, well-known statue, the Barberini Venus was probably the most famous antiquity 

available for purchase in Rome at the time. Supposedly, the only reason Jenkins obtained 

export papers for the Venus was due to “its being a Naked female.”78  (Figure 14). 

So, Weddell made quite a name for himself with his purchase of antiquities alone.  

His acquisitions had volume, significance and controversy, all of which combined for 
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perfect gossip fodder both in Italy and England. These purchases almost seem strategic, 

intended to increase his stature as a country gentleman.  

The contemporary paintings commissioned by Weddell further reinforce the idea 

that he was attempting to make a name for himself as an arbiter of good taste. As was 

common, he sat for both an official Grand Tour portrait with his companions (William 

Palgrave and his servant Christopher l’Anson) (Figure 15).79 Interestingly, he selected the 

English painter Nathanial Dance for this portrait. While Dance was fully competent, he 

did not have the same skill at the preferable Anton Raphael Mengs, who unfortunately 

was in Spain while Weddell was in Rome. The Dance painting is interesting as it shows 

the group outdoors, without any antiquities or identifiable ruins. Tourists traditionally 

selected their best memories from the trip to be in the background to locate themselves, 

somewhat similar to modern tourists posing for photographs in front of the coliseum. 

Instead, Weddell chose to simply show himself relaxing as the leader of his companions. 

Weddell’s commissions, both contemporary paintings and fashionable antiquities 

bolstered his reputation as a connoisseur and gentleman. As I will discuss in chapter 

three, he made good use of these purchases when he returned home to Newby Hall.  

Finally, I must also make a mention of Lord Fitzwilliam’s Grand Tour as his hand 

was certainly heavy in the Rockingham monument. Fitzwilliam took his Grand Tour 

between 1764 and 1769.80 Fitzwilliam had lost his father in 1756 and evidently struggled 

in school at Eton (where he also forged a friendship with Charles James Fox). As such, it 
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seems that in order to matriculate into adulthood Fitzwilliam began his Tour at the 

relatively young age of 16. Fitzwilliam’s headmaster at Eton suggested and the 

Fitzwilliams agreed to have a local clergyman, Thomas Crofts, as the young man’s bear 

leader. 

Crofts and Fitzwilliam first spent over a year visiting the different areas of France, 

which Fitzwilliam apparently found generally disagreeable (judging from his letters to his 

mother as quoted in the Smith article). In a unique twist on the traditional Grand Tour 

format, Crofts and Fitzwilliam returned to England for much of 1766. However, instead 

of returning home, they became tourists in their own country, including visits to Oxford 

colleges and Birmingham.81 Fitzwilliam left for France again in December 1766. This 

time, however, he left Crofts behind, instead bringing along Sir Charles Bunbery and his 

wife as companions. This time he rushed south to Avignon and Nice as Italy was the 

ultimate goal. One interesting anecdote relates to his political beliefs and contacts with 

the French. Quoting Smith, “at Avignon…a threatened visit from the Jacobite Lord 

Dunbar was averted by a timely attack of the gout.”82 He spent more time in Nice, as he 

met up with close friend Charles James Fox there. Fox remained Fitzwilliam’s travelling 

partner until his time in Rome.  

The growing travelling party continued on to Italy in April 1767. Brief stops in 

Genoa, Brescia, Verona, Vicenza, Venice, Padua and Bologna punctuated the trip to their 

summer destination of Florence. Fitzwilliam’s letters from this time focus on his 
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admiration for the paintings, speaking of a side trip to Bologna “to see the pictures, with 

which I am perfectly contented: I never can go through a gallery of pictures without 

wishing to be rich, that I might buy the finest to send to Milton.”83 Fitzwilliam and 

company travelled to Rome in the autumn of 1767, where they inevitably toured some of 

the ancient ruins. However, where other tourists fell in love with antiquities, Fitzwilliam 

maintained his passion for painting. He made a number of commissions, including at 

least one portrait to be presented to Rockingham (which apparently fell through as 

Fitzwilliam did not find it of high enough quality to present to his uncle).84 Additionally, 

he purchased a Titian and a Barroccio for his private collections.  

Fitzwilliam briefly travelled to Naples, at the insistence of Sir William Hamilton, 

in May 1768. There, he visited the Bourbon Princess Francavilla who, according to 

Fitzwilliam’s travelling partner Lord Carlisle, thought highly of Fitzwilliam. Specifically, 

“to the account of Lord Fitzwilliam, whom she has found to be very like his uncle, Lord 

Rockingham.”85 He did not stay for long, travelling back north to reach Germany and the 

Netherlands by the end of summer. I find no record of any purchases, other than 

paintings, made by Fitzwilliam in his tour. E.A. Smith claims, in a more expansive 

biography of Fitzwilliam, that the Earl purchased “fourteen pictures, including eight fine 

Canalettos and a number of the then fashionable works of the late seventeenth-century 

Bolognese school, such as Guercino and Guido Reni, who remained favourites with him 
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to the end of his life.”86 This is quite striking, nearly all of his contemporaries fell in love 

with the antique on their Grand Tours. While it may have been a simple case of 

insufficient funds (although I somewhat doubt this, considering the extreme length and 

breadth of his tour), Fitzwilliam simply doesn’t seem to have been impressed with 

sculpture or tenacious collecting. This will be critical when analyzing Rockingham’s 

monument, as it heavily implies that Fitzwilliam was willing to defer to and mimic his 

more experienced and sculpture crazed uncle’s sense of taste. 
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Chapter 3:  Collections and display 

Rockingham and Weddell’s purchases during the Grand Tour prove enlightening 

to their character. However, the manner in which these purchases fit into or formed a 

collection and how the gentlemen chose to display the collections expands drastically on 

their opinions of themselves and especially how others perceived them. Visitors coming 

to either Newby Hall or Wentworth Woodhouse would see the displays of sculpture, 

often on a guided tour by either Weddell or Rockingham, and would inevitably take away 

something new about these gentlemen.  

As he chronologically predates Weddell, I will first discuss Rockingham’s 

collection at Wentworth Woodhouse. As discussed in the previous chapter Rockingham 

went on his Grand Tour with explicit instructions from his father; find and purchase a 

number of statues to fill in a display at Wentworth Woodhouse. Although construction on 

the so-called “Tuscan Hall” started in 1749, it was still incomplete in 1756 when Horace 

Walpole came to visit.87 Arthur Young’s account from his 1768 visit to Wentworth 

Woodhouse is more intriguing, “Between the pillars are eight niches in the wall for 

statues, which are ready to be placed when the pillars and walls and niches are finished 

for receiving them.”88 The 1782 inventories from Wentworth Woodhouse list the statues 

from the Grand Tour as being in place, so sometime between 1768 and 1782 Rockingham 

finally got to install his sculptures purchased decades before. Clearly, this display was not 

a priority for Rockingham. Granted, Wentworth Woodhouse was a massive estate and 

Rockingham had other, political, duties to occupy his time. The installation after 1768 

coincides with the period between his two prime ministries, so perhaps he ignored 
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improvements on his country estate while in London. Once he returned, the display 

became more of a priority.  

This is not to say he stopped collecting entirely throughout his ascension to 

power. Receipts from Wentworth Woodhouse record a small number of both purchases 

of antiquities and new commissions from British artists. This includes his notable 

purchase of the ancient Roman bust known as the Mead Antinous in April 1761 (Figure 

16).89 The Antinous stands out as the only sculpture from Wentworth Woodhouse listed 

in Adolf Michaelis’ 1882 tome Ancient Marbles in Great Britain.90  

As to new commissions, Rockingham had a fondness for British artists who 

sculpted in the same style as he encountered in Rome. The 1760’s and 70’s were the 

forefront of the neoclassical era and as a fashionable man, Rockingham stayed on the 

adhered to this style. In particular, in 1773 he started a long-term patronage of Joseph 

Nollekens.91 Rockingham was one of Nollekens’ greatest supporters, even meriting a 

separate note in Nollekens’ Dictionary of National Biography entry.92 Between 1773 and 

1778 Rockingham commissioned individual statues of Venus, Minerva, Juno and Diana 

from Nollekens (Figures 17, 18, 19, 20). All four are full-length statues of mythological 

women and seemingly further support Rockingham’s taste as demonstrated with his 

commissioned copy of the Callypygian Venus. Apparently Rockingham combined the 

first three with a previously purchased restored antique sculpture of Paris in order to 

form a display of The Judgment of Paris (Figure 21).93 The statues were only loosely 
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connected in a single display (Figure 22). Figure 22 depicts the gallery that held these 

four works, the Venus Removing her Sandal is in the approximate middle of the image, 

along the back wall while the Diana is adjacent to the right wall and part of the restored 

Paris is visible along the left border (presumably against the left wall). Nevertheless, this 

display demonstrates precedence at Wentworth Woodhouse for combining pre-existing 

sculpture with new commissions to form a new display, an activity that Earl Fitzwilliam 

notably repeats with the monument discussed in chapter five.   

While I have focused on the sculpture Rockingham purchased in Italy and his 

contemporary neoclassical commissions, his overall collection was significantly larger, 

including both his own purchases through dealers and works inherited from his father.94 

In fact, Rockingham’s complete collection was extraordinarily large, filled primarily with 

plaster copies. Rockingham set aside at least three large rooms in Wentworth Woodhouse 

to display these sculptures. At the time of Edward Mayor’s 1987 thesis, two of the rooms 

did not contain sculpture while the third remained unchanged from the 1782 catalog.95 I 

am unable to comment on the present state of the display as changes in ownership of the 

estate have made up-to-date information elusive.  

Nonetheless, Mayor describes a somewhat odd arrangement for the sculptural 

display at Wentworth Woodhouse during Rockingham’s time. All three of the rooms 

were in a back part of the house, “at some distance from the central public reception 

rooms.”96 The first was the “Low Room adjoining to the South Tower” and contained 74 

separate sculptures, including marbles, plaster copies and bronzes. The dense population 

of this room suggests its use as a storage facility. The next room, the “Low Room” in the 
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physical tower, only contained six marble statues in an arrangement that Mayor claims 

suggested a display instead of storage.  

The final room, the “Upper Room in the South Tower,” remained extant in 1987. 

Mayor description: “This room…answers exactly to the description in the 1782 

inventory: oval, patera and fan-shaped reliefs in plaster set into the wall; niches, and a 

marble tablature over the chimney-piece.”97 I believe this is the room that Rockingham’s 

father constructed while his son was on the Grand Tour. Additionally, the description of a 

small, secluded room sounds like the description of a sitting room in which Rockingham 

may have brought close friends to discuss art, literature and politics; mirroring the 

Tribuna from the Uffizi. Earl Fitzwilliam continued this motif with the interior design of 

the monument to his late uncle.  

The location of these rooms within the overall floor plan of Wentworth is very 

curious. As shown in Figure 23, the floor plans included in Edward Mayor’s 1987 thesis, 

the new galleries only have windows facing east (Figure 23).98 This means, that unless 

one visited the galleries in the morning, the lighting for the statues would be extremely 

poor. Additionally, their placement at the rear of the house means he was unable to easily 

give guests a tour of galleries. Perhaps, instead he liked to only bring esteemed guests 

back to the galleries, reinforcing the idea of an inner circle. In any case, the placement 

indicates that Rockingham (or more specifically, his father) was not quite as refined as he 

portrayed himself. If collecting and the marbles were more of a priority, he would have 

designed the galleries better. 

Weddell took a much different approach with his overall collection and display. 

While Rockingham was an established peer at effectively the top of the social ladder, 
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Weddell was an extremely wealthy commoner with ambition. His money afforded him 

the opportunity to create a refined air around himself and advance his position as a man 

of taste.   

As described in the previous chapter, Weddell took his Grand Tour between 1762 

and 1765. While Newby Hall was quite opulent, it did not have a dedicated space to 

display the marbles in all their glory. So, immediately upon his return, Weddell began 

planning for a remodeling and commissioned the famous architect Robert Adam to 

design a sculpture gallery that would replace the existing conventional gallery and dining 

room.99 Between 1765 and 1767, Adam made great progress and drew plans for a unique, 

symmetrical gallery that allowed Weddell the ability to display his collection in thematic 

and stylistic balance (Figure 24). Actual construction records are somewhat sparse, but 

Ruth Guilding claims that the physical galleries were either complete or very nearly so by 

1774, when Rockingham first visited the complete galleries.100  

Adam and Weddell were each likely inspired by the Italian galleries they saw on 

their Grand Tours. In particular, Robin Middleton draws parallels between the sculpture 

gallery at Newby and Cardinal Albani’s villa in Rome.101 Robert Adam, chief architect at 

Newby Hall, visited the Villa Albani in 1755.  

Weddell also may have seen George Dance’s designs for an art gallery that won 

the Gold Medal from the Accademia di Parma in 1764.102 George was the younger 

brother of Nathanial Dance, the same painter who made Weddell’s official Grand Tour 

portrait. George left Parma for Rome in the autumn of 1764 and presumably met Weddell 

at some point during their overlapping time there.  
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The galleries were unique in that they were extraordinarily small, but with highly 

decorated surfaces and densely populated by statuary (Figure 25). Adam and Weddell 

were clearly looking for an efficient use of the space, attempting to show off as much of 

Weddell’s connoisseurship and taste as possible in as little are as possible; in some sorts a 

reflection of Weddell the man.  

Weddell was pleased with his collection and gallery. Fitting with his ambition, he 

was enthusiastic in showing it off at dinner parties and other gatherings. His tradition was 

to lead guests through the galleries after dinner by candlelight where the dim, flickering 

light made the marble surfaces appear more like actual flesh.103 These tours became 

famous throughout England, not only because of Weddell’s enthusiasm and knowledge, 

but also because he had Thomas Jenkins promoting the collection.104 As the dealer who 

sold Weddell the majority of his collection, Jenkins had an interest in promoting it to the 

upper echelons of English collections. By doing so, he was not only serving a great 

patron by elevating Weddell’s social status and publicizing Weddell’s taste, but also 

advertising his own business.  

Judging the merits and compositions of two collections at a historical distance is a 

challenging task. The collections may not remain extant (as is the case of Wentworth 

Woodhouse) and the context for the collection may have changed. Many contemporary 

visitors wrote letters describing their visits to notable country houses, including 

descriptions of the collections. These letters are often informative as to the composition 

of the collections, however are by no means comprehensive and generally beyond the 

scope of this survey. Instead, I am looking to the books written by several 19th century art 
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historians discussing their tours of the British Isles and the collections therein. 

Throughout the 19th century, at least three different men travelled through England (and, 

to some extent Wales, Scotland and Ireland) with the explicit intention of visiting as 

many collections as possible and describing their contents. Their records grew 

progressively more reliable and remain vital references for the collecting practices of the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 

The first writer was James Dallaway, a clergyman from Bristol who travelled 

through England as an amateur art historian in the final years of the 18th century.105 

Dallaway published accounts of these trips in several volumes, notably Anecdotes of the 

Arts in England in 1800 and Of Statuary and Sculpture among the Antients in 1816.106 107 

As an early, amateur art historian Dallaway’s books are haphazardly organized and 

cannot be considered complete. Nevertheless, his commentary on Wentworth Woodhouse 

and Newby Hall are characteristic. Wentworth Woodhouse only merits a single sentence 

in all his books, in a paragraph otherwise discussing “Dr. Mead’s collection.” 

Specifically, Gallaway states “The most valuable bust is of Antinous, now at Wentworth 

House, Yorkshire.”108 Newby Hall and Weddell only make an equally miniscule mark on 

Gallaway’s books, appearing in several footnotes as the source of sculptures for other 

collections, notably the Townley collection. While I have no verifiable proof, I suspect 

Dallaway only visited the collections where he had a personal connection to the owner 

and as such we cannot judge the quality or breadth of any collection by its appearance (or 

absence) in his works. 
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 Gustav Waagen, a German professional art historian, followed Dallaway with 

several trips to England in the 1830’s and 1840’s.109 Waagen was more thorough than 

Dallaway as he visited many more sites and had the explicit goal of recording paintings, 

drawings, sculptures and Illuminated manuscripts. Also, as a professional, his prose is 

more accurate, less laden with criticism and generally more reliable.110 Waagen published 

his principal book, Treasures of Art in Great Britain, in three volumes in 1854. Within 

Treasures of Art, Waagen records the contents of dozens of collections, however his 

record is certainly incomplete. His only mention of Newby Hall is in saying “My time did 

not allow me to visit the following country seats in Yorkshire - Newby Hall, near Ripon, 

the seat of Lord Grantham, with a number of antique sculptures.”111 However, he does 

note the collection, so the fame of Newby had not escaped him.  

Waagen did, however, make it to Wentworth Woodhouse. His notes from 

Wentworth occupy approximately four pages from volume three.112 Waagen’s text is 

primarily a list of all the objects in the Wentworth collections. The only item he dwells 

on is the Mead Antinous, presumably because it had received some degree of notoriety 

among collectors and historians.113  

We must take Waagen with a grain of salt. While he was a professional art 

historian and a foreigner (thereby under slightly less influence from his connections as 

compared to Dallaway), he still was practicing at a time when the discipline was in its 

infancy. Art history had not become established yet and in some ways, Waagen, like all 
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early 19th century historians, was still a novice. Furthermore, Waagen admits the 

incompleteness of his work by having not visited every collection in Great Britain. While 

his research is foundational, it can only serve as a measure of the quality of collections up 

to a point.  

Adolf Michaelis, another German art historian, followed Waagen with three 

separate tours of British art collections in 1861, 1863 and 1877.114 His stated goal was to 

catalog every Greek and Roman original antiquity in British collections at the time. As 

such, he visited as many collections as possible and commented only on the legitimate 

antiquities. Both Michaelis and art history as a discipline were more mature than Waagen 

and his time. Michaelis was an established historian with clearly stated goals and art 

history had another thirty years of development to establish standards and practices. 

When Michaelis published Ancient Marbles in Great Britain in 1882, it was immediately 

the most comprehensive record of collections of antiquities in the British Isles. Even 

today, historians frequently cite the book both for reliable information on provenance and 

general collecting practices.115  

The entry on Wentworth Woodhouse is quite brief, only specifically describing 

the Mead Antinous while making a passing note about the collection of Roman 

medallions.116 Apparently, Rockingham’s heavily restored Paris was either not original 

enough or famous enough to warrant mention.  

On the other hand, Michaelis lauds over the collections at Newby. His thirteen 

page entry on Newby Hall begins with a description of how Weddell purchased many of 

the pieces and continues with descriptions of 49 separate objects. 117 He describes the 
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collection as still being complete in the same manner as Weddell left it nearly one 

hundred years prior and as a good representation of taste in the eighteenth century, 

“These rooms are decorated in the taste recognized as antique towards the close of the 

last century. The sculptures are still nearly all in their original positions.”118 His 

individual descriptions of the statues vary from extremely brief to nearly three pages for 

the Barberini Venus, which had achieved some level of infamy. The most notable (at 

least, as far as this study is concerned) inclusion was number 40 on Michaelis’ list: the 

ancient Ibis. Michaelis has nothing to note about the Ibis, beyond that it exists and 

Weddell purchased it from Cavaceppi.119 Nevertheless, Michaelis considered the Ibis 

legitimate and confirms the artist in Rome as its source.  

To summarize, several art historians, both amateur and professional, throughout 

the nineteenth century travelled throughout England and the British isles recording their 

experiences with collections therein. As the century progressed, they became more 

professional and produced more accurate recordings of the collections. As time 

progressed, critical esteem for the collections at Newby grew while regard for those at 

Wentworth Woodhouse disappeared. This confirms and reinforces the conception of 

Rockingham as primarily a politician who collected on the side, as a hobby while 

Weddell was primarily a collector and man of taste who dabbled in politics. 
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Chapter 4: Joseph Nollekens 

Before discussing Rockingham and Weddell’s monuments, I must introduce the 

third character central to this story. Joseph Nollekens sculpted the central figures in both 

monuments and his character influenced the style and production of each.  

Unlike his contemporary neoclassical sculptors such as Canova, Flaxman and 

Houdon, Nollekens has attracted almost no attention from modern scholars and 

historians. This comes despite a massive body of work that included portraits of nearly all 

the important figures in Great Britain in the second half of the 18th century and his status 

as a founding member of the royal academy. Indeed, John Thomas Smith, the son of 

Nollekens’ close friend Nathanial Smith and executor of Nollekens’ will, wrote the only 

biography of the artist, Nollekens and His Times, in 1828.120 Since then, Nollekens has 

appeared in several biographical dictionaries, but the entries therein are never as 

extensive as Smith’s complete biography. In Nollekens and His Times, Smith portrays a 

man who was “somewhat snuffy, miserly…and who regarded money as more 

consequence than immortality.”121  

In his entry on Joseph Nollekens in the 1911 book The Lives of the British 

Sculptors, E. Beresford thinks that Smith had a vendetta against Nollekens; “Smith, who 

had expected a substantial legacy, received but a modest £100 for his trouble as executor. 

In short, his ‘Life’ is a piece of revenge.”122 I am not certain we can take Beresford at his 

word, as he appears to have an agenda as well (elevating British sculptors to a greater 

critical and historic recognition) and the Nollekens entries in the Oxford Dictionary of 
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National Biography and Rupert Gunnis’ 1953 Dictionary of British Sculptors both 

characterize the sculptor as miserly and cold.123 Furthermore, Beresford dedicates pages 

to discussing Nollekens’ pursuit of wealth through antiquities dealings and portraiture in 

Rome.124  So, even with a stated purpose of correcting an unfavorable image, biographers 

were unable to shake the general conception that, above all else, Nollekens cared, about 

money and was willing to do whatever in his ability to acquire it. Of course, all of these 

accounts could stem from the initial stories from Smith, but I still think his biography is 

of great utility. While it portrays Nollekens as a man with a difficult personality, it does 

not undermine his artistic ability or body of work. If Smith wanted to treat Nollekens 

more poorly, he easily could have written a scathing volume or even not written anything 

at all, allowing the memory of Nollekens to fade without record (beyond, of course, his 

sculpture).125  

One of five children, Nollekens was born in 1737 and baptized as a Roman 

Catholic.126 Despite being generally apolitical, his family’s Catholicism led his father to 

live in fear of retribution during the Jacobite uprising of 1745.127 The family was 

undisturbed, but supposedly the father’s paranoia followed him until his death in 1747 

and unquestionably left a significant impression on the young Nollekens, who never 

appeared to take a political stance of any significance for the rest of his life.  
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After his father’s death, Nollekens first went to study drawing at Shipley’s 

Drawing School in the Strandand then, in 1750, sculpture under Peter Scheemakers.128 

Scheemakers noted during this time that Nollekens was not particularly bright, however 

he did have a natural talent for modeling and tenacity for practicing his craft. As a 

student, Nollekens was supposedly not particularly proud of his work, but did recognize 

the economic potential of it. He entered contests hosted by the Society of Arts whenever 

a prize was available.129  

In 1762, after apprenticing under Scheemakers for over ten years, Nollekens left 

England for Rome.130 While in Rome, Nollekens mostly made a living dealing restored 

antiquities. From Smith: “The patrons of Nollekens, being characters professing taste and 

possessing wealth, employed him as a very shrewd collector of antique fragments; some 

of which he bought on his own account; and, after he had dextrously restored them with 

heads and limbs, he stained them with tobacco-water, and sold them, sometimes by way 

of favour, for enormous sums.”131 Most of the pieces Nollekens dealt with were of 

relatively little consequence, but Smith does note at least one significant sale of a 

Minerva trunk that he sold to Weddell through Jenkins and ended up in Newby Hall. 

Although I cannot be certain exactly which statue Smith is referring to due to 

circumstantial evidence at best, it could possibly be the Minerva featured in the first 

niche opposite the entrance in Newby, a critical location for display (Figure 26).  

In 1770, Nollekens returned to England.132 His practice while in Rome of 

sculpting matching extremities for incomplete antiquities, busts in particular, and the new 
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contacts he received from dealing antiquities to tourists suited him well for his new 

profession as a portrait sculptor. Smith first met Nollekens upon his return from Rome 

and spends much of the biography going through excruciating details of mundane 

anecdotes from this time. Most of these stories are irrelevant to the current study, 

however one overarching theme stands out. Nollekens grew in fame and made portraits of 

the most powerful people in the realm (including King George III), amassing a significant 

fortune for himself. At the same time, he was infamously tight with his money, never 

having a particularly lavish lifestyle (or at least certainly not equivalent to his peers) and 

always searching for more commissions.  

It seems, in this way, his father served him well by steering Nollekens away from 

politics. At a time when political rivalries were their most fierce, Nollekens maintained 

impartiality by creating portraits of essentially all of the political leaders, Tory, Whig or 

royalty. Beresford reinforces this claim by pointing out only a single commission 

Nollekens refused “nothing would induce him to accede to several requests he received to 

make one [a bust, that is] of John Wesley.”133 John Wesley was an English clergyman 

and one of the founders of Methodism, so perhaps Nollekens’ refusal for a commission 

was a singular demonstration of his Roman Catholic faith; a bridge he could not cross.134 

Nollekens appeared to make art nearly exclusively for economic motivations. 

While unquestionably highly technically gifted, Nollekens’ never made stylistic or formal 

advances in his work. He always followed the rigid formula of academic Neoclassicism. 

Granted, a great number of his sculptures are funerary busts where stylistic flair is 

generally undesirable, but Nollekens could never have been said to have “evolved.” He 
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was predictable, uncontroversial and apolitical, all factors that undoubtedly led to many 

of his commissions. He would provide a patron with exactly what they wanted, generally 

on time and without creating any feuds among contemporaries. In short, he was the ideal 

sculptor for neoclassical political funerary monuments.  
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Chapter 5: The Rockingham Monument at Wentworth Woodhouse 

Rockingham died on July 1, 1782, only 14 weeks into his second term as prime 

minister.135 Dying unexpectedly at 52 years, Rockingham had not begun working on his 

monument. Instead, the task fell to his heir, his nephew William Fitzwilliam, 4th Earl of 

Fitzwilliam. As discussed in the previous chapters, Fitzwilliam mostly continued the 

family heritage by inheriting the estates and taking over many of his uncle’s political 

positions.  

Rockingham’s will did not specify any monuments. All it said in regards to his 

internment following death was “First I desire that I may be decently interred in the 

Family Vault in the Cathedral Church of St. Peter in York without any Funeral Pomp.”136 

As such, Rockingham’s corpse was interred in York, the monument at Wentworth 

Woodhouse is without a body (although a sarcophagus features prominently) and is 

technically a cenotaph. As an ex-prime minister, Rockingham was allowed to choose 

Westminster Abbey as a burial place, but declined, perhaps due in no small part to his 

quarreling with the monarchy.  

There are no records (as far as I am aware) of Rockingham detailing plans for his 

monument, nor do records of any private conversations between Fitzwilliam and 

Rockingham exist regarding the monument. Therefore, I must assume that when 

Fitzwilliam initiated plans for the construction, he did so of his own accord and intended 

to memorialize his uncle as he saw fit. Regardless of the intentions, many of 

Rockingham’s personal preferences are immediately obvious and his sense of taste 

clearly influenced the final construction.  
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Fitzwilliam clearly began thinking about a proper monument to his uncle 

immediately following Rockingham’s death. He selected the architect John Carr, from 

York to design the overall monument. Only very limited correspondence between Carr 

and Fitzwilliam remains extant, however at least one of Carr’s early architectural 

drawings is dated 1783.137 The first payment for actual construction is recorded in the 

estate accounts as being made on December 29, 1784, so most accounts of the monument 

date it to this year.138 However, true construction did not begin until late 1785, with the 

payment for the initial foundation stones being dated November 11 of that year.  

Carr went through several design iterations before settling on the final design 

shown in Figure 2. The first two designs, while similar to each other, are starkly different 

from the final monument (Figures 27, 28). Each features a prominent obelisk of 

approximately 60 feet atop a small domed interior with only small features such as a 

decoration atop the obelisk distinguishing the two. Whether Fitzwilliam disapproved of 

the obelisks or Carr decided to go in a different direction is unclear, however the final 

design is certainly shows more of a Roman inspiration than the previous designs.  

The final structure, for which Carr’s architectural drawings are apparently lost, is 

a three-tiered tower, resembling three separate Roman temples stacked atop one another. 

The central tower closely resembles closest the Roman tomb of the Julii at St. Remy in 

Provence, France (Figure 29).139 The neoclassical choice of a Roman monument over an 

Egyptian architectural feature suggests Fitzwilliam and Carr carefully considered 

Rockingham’s tastes. Furthermore, the Roman tomb of the Julii is not a tomb, it is a 

cenotaph like Rockingham’s monument. Just as the monument at Wentoworth-
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Woodhouse commemorates Rockingham’s circle, the monument in St. Remy 

commemorates the “Julii,” an ancient politically powerful Roman family. Finally, while 

we have no record of Rockingham, Fitzwilliam or Carr specifically visiting the cenotaph 

in St. Remy, Rockingham and Fitzwilliam travelled through Southern France on their 

way to Italy during their Grand Tours and there is a distinct possibility they visited in 

person. At minimum, all three would have known about the cenotaph through widespread 

dissemination of prints of the monument.  

Within the Rockingham monument, only the lowest tier is enclosed. This space 

contains the full-length statue of Rockingham and eight busts of his Whig contemporaries 

(Floor plan after Mayor in Figure 30). The exterior of this tier is quite simple. The overall 

foundation is a square approximately 25 on each side. A single door from the West face 

(considered the front of the monument) leads into the circular interior of approximately 

15 feet diameter. The statue of Rockingham dominates the space, standing atop a large 

plinth inscribed with a political message. The walls contain four niches, in which pairs of 

busts sit facing the middle. The basic Doric style and lack of ornate decorations on the 

ground level forces the viewer to pay attention to the statuary, whose intricacy stand in 

stark contrast to the simple background. 

The second level of the monument is open to the air, but the lack of stairs or a 

ladder mean it is inaccessible to visitors; they can only see its contents from a distance. 

This level resembles a miniature triumphal arch on a square base slightly smaller than the 

first floor. Four Corinthian columns (a pair each on the left and right) lead up to an 

engraved panel above a straight arch. The inscription running around the panels reads: 

South: THIS MONUMENT WAS ERECTED BY 

East: WILLIAM, EARL FITZWILLIAM, 1788 

North: TO THE MEMORY OF 
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West: CHARLES, MARQUIS OF ROCKINGHAM 

An empty, decorative sarcophagus lies below the center of the crossing vaults 

from the arches. 

The top section is similar to the Roman temple of Tivoli. It is a round cupola 

supported by twelve Corinthian columns. Large urns fill the four open corners resulting 

from placing a circular level atop a square level.  

All told, the central tower stands approximately 90 feet tall and was completed in 

1788.140 Initially, this empty tower was all that stood in this portion of the Wentworth 

Woodhouse estates. Near the end of its completion, Carr and the construction workers 

planted a large number of saplings that now constitute the surrounding mature woods. 

Five years later, in 1792, the estate added the four 45 foot tall obelisks standing at the 

corners of the monument.141 These obelisks were not part of Carr’s original designs for 

the monument but were, nor can I find any confirmation of his approval of the addition. 

Instead, it appears the obelisks were a part of Humphrey Repton’s overall re-landscaping 

of Wentworth Park as they were simply moved from the gardens near the West Front of 

Wentworth Woodhouse.142 

Finally, and most critical to the current study, Fitzwilliam ordered all of the 

statuary for the interior between 1786 and 1794.143 The arrangement of the interior 

statues is in no way funereal, after all the majority of the men depicted in the busts were 

still alive in 1794. The busts of famous men who formed the core of a political party 
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suggests a display of Uomini Famosi from an Italian villa or the political temples at 

Stowe. The shape of the room, a small circular space, and the emphasis on a large full 

length statue away from the walls suggests the Tribuna at the Uffizi with its statues 

placed on plinths for viewing in the round. Whether Fitzwilliam and Carr intended to pay 

tribute to these famous displays is unclear, but the stylistic influences are undeniable and 

Rockingham’s sense of taste must have played some role in the arrangement. Fitzwilliam 

easily could be displaying his own loyalty by expressing Rockingham’s taste. After all, 

he did take a Grand Tour, but seemed to have little interest in statuary or Ancient Roman 

art at all, suggesting some amount of personal disinterest in the neoclassical style.   

The large statue of Rockingham, completed in 1790 by Nollekens, in the middle 

of the room dominates the space (Figure 31). It is a life-sized portrait of Rockingham 

wearing his Marquisate robes and the insignia of a Knight of the Garter.144 His 

outstretched right arm suggests a politician’s speech, fitting for the Prime Minister, yet 

probably exaggerated based upon contemporary accounts of his public speaking ability. 

One anecdote appears in every description of the full-length statue that I have 

read.145 The ornate detail from Nollekens is undeniable; indeed many contemporary 

visitors claimed that it was a perfect likeness. However, the story goes that at the 

unveiling an unnamed viewer said the statue was flawless, with the exception of the left 

leg. While the right leg has stitching running the length of his breeches, the viewer saw 

none on the left, a glaring omission. Supposedly, Nollekens was so distraught that he then 

committed suicide. Of course, this story is a fabrication (at least the portion about 
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Nollekens’ suicide), as the sculptor lived for over 30 years following the completion of 

the Rockingham monument.  

The busts surrounding Rockingham are all critical Whig figures depicted as 

idealized Roman senators in the Neoclassical style. They curiously do not match the 

contemporary dress of Rockingham. Perhaps Fitzwilliam desired to show the 

Rockinghamite Whigs as senators following their dynamic leader. With the figure of 

Rockingham, the Marquisate was inherent to Rockingham’s character, so it was 

obligatory to dress him as such. The busts are displayed in pairs, with some general 

consideration taken into account for each partner.  

Admiral Augustus Keppel, Viscount Keppel and Charles James Fox made up the 

first pair and probably most significant pair (Figure 32). Nollekens carved the bust of Fox 

while Joseph Carrachi sculpted the Keppel. The Keppel bust stands out, as Carrachi 

signed it “Carrachi 1779,” significantly before the construction of the monument. Patrick 

Eyres postulates that Rockingham himself probably acquired the Keppel bust, while the 

others were fresh commissions from Fitzwilliam.146 1779 would coincide with Keppel’s 

acquittal following his court-martial. This trial proved critical in the foundation of 

Rockingham’s close circle, as he and other Whig associates attended the trial and showed 

“noisy satisfaction.”147 Rockingham even erected another garden feature on his 

Wentworth Woodhouse estate to commemorate the acquittal of his good friend: the 

Keppel Column (Figure 33). That Rockingham would also purchase a bust to 

commemorate the occasion comes as little surprise.  
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If this bust does indeed predate the others, it would be notable as the source for 

the style of all the others. If Fitzwilliam already had one bust in the Wentworth 

Woodhouse collection, why pay for another copy? Instead, he could easily request the 

new busts to match his older one and save on costs (in addition to thematic considerations 

mentioned above). 

Charles James Fox, perhaps an even more famous politician than Rockingham, is 

possibly paired with Keppel out of respect for the fact that they are second cousins.148 

Fox was foreign minister during Rockingham’s second ministry, a critical position at that 

time due to the conclusion of the American Revolution. Later, Fox became the head of 

the Whig Party, being part of the namesake of both the Fox-North coalition and the 

Foxite Whigs of the 19th century. <His inclusion in Rockingham’s monument truly 

exemplifies Rockingham’s position as a kingmaker and this grouping as the next 

generation of Whig leadership.>  

The Fox bust by Nollekens was a copy of one of his most famous pieces. The 

Nollekens portrait by Lemuel Francis Abbott portrays him posing with the Fox bust 

(Figure 34). Beyond Fox being a close political ally and friend of Rockingham’s, the bust 

would also be highly fashionable and support Fitzwilliam’s concept of Rockingham’s 

taste.  

The second pair includes John Lee and Lord John Cavendish (Figure 35). 

Nollekens sculpted the portrait of Lee and John Bacon the Elder sculpted the Cavendish. 

149 John Lee was a lawyer who came into Rockingham’s circle primarily through 

Keppel’s trial, in which he was a member of the admiral’s defense. Rockingham then 
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took John Lee on as Solicitor-General during his second administration, a post he at first 

maintained during the Duke of Portland’s successive administration before ascending to 

the post of Attorney-General.150 A highly partisan Whig lawyer, Lee was supposedly 

famous for his saying “Never speak well of a political enemy.”151 While other Whigs 

from Rockingham’s circle may have been more influential, his inclusion in the 

monument makes it stand apart as strongly politically divisive, actively attacking the 

Tories instead of simply commemorating the Whig party.  

Lord John Cavendish was the third son of the Duke of Devonshire and as such 

was a member of one of the most significant political families in England.152  The 

family’s political establishment is substantial with his elder brother, William, heading a 

prime ministry in the mid 1750’s. Lord John was also politically active, during the first 

Rockingham administration he was a Lord of the Treasury. He thrived in this position 

and the Duke of Grafton offered him to stay on in his successive ministry. However, 

Cavendish was a more loyal friend than politician and declined in order to remain close 

to Rockingham. Between administrations he was an MP for the City of York, then 

Rockingham appointed Cavendish Chancellor of the Exchequer, no doubt due to his 

experience with the Treasury. Following Rockingham’s death, Cavendish refused to stay 

on yet again due to loyalty. Instead, he remained close with the other Rockingham Whigs 

and took his post as Chancellor of the Exchequer once more during the Duke of 

Portland’s administration.  
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While I cannot speak with complete certainty to Fitzwilliam’s intentions, it seems 

he chose to include Cavendish in the grouping out of respect for the powerful family and 

as a reward for his dedicated loyalty in important political positions.  

The third pair consists of William Henry Cavendish-Bentinck, 3rd Duke of 

Portland and Frederick Montagu (Figure 36). John Bacon the Elder sculpted the bust of 

Portland while Nollekens sculpted the Montagu.153 The Duke of Portland was Lord 

Chamberlain in Rockingham’s first ministry, an important position with extensive royal 

contact that he supposedly despised but maintained to build credibility to his political 

career.154 Portland later became a central figure in the Whig party along with Charles 

James Fox leading one Prime Ministry on his own and later splitting with Fox for a 

second term early in the 19th century.  

Frederick Montagu was slightly less distinguished politically, yet still served as 

Lord of the Treasury under both Rockingham and Portland.155 He was also a noted man 

of letters and wrote the poem on the right side of the plinth below the Rockingham 

statue.156 (See Appendix 1). While flirting with spiritual terminology, this poem never 

directly addresses religion. Instead, Montagu focused on Patriotism, Leadership and 

Friendship as central themes for the poem.  

The final pairing was less political and more personal for Rockingham; Sir 

George Savile, 8th Baronet and Edmund Burke (Figure 37). Nollekens produced the bust 

of Savile, most likely after his own death mask edition from 1784.157 The Bust of Burke 
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is the only one left unsigned, but research by Patrick Eyres and David Wilson suggests 

that John Hickey was the artist for the Burke bust. Burke’s previous patronage of Hickey 

and the similarity between another Hickey bust of Burke and the copy in the Rockingham 

monument affirm their claims.158  

George Savile was a fellow Yorkshireman along with Rockingham, with his 

father serving as MP for the region during the early 18th century.159 Savile succeeded his 

father, serving in the House of Commons from 1759 until late 1783, immediately before 

his death in 1784. Rockingham invited Savile to participate in both of his ministries, 

however Savile rejected him. Savile felt that he could better serve the Whig party by 

remaining a voting MP. In private, Savile remained close friends with Rockingham, who 

often relied on his opinion and advice for political questions.160 John Cannon, in the 

Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, claimed that Savile “had some of the attributes 

of the typical country gentleman. He was proud to represent his county of Yorkshire, and 

deferred constantly to his constituents; he was suspicious of encroachments by the 

executive upon the liberties of the subject.”161 As such, it appears Savile was more of a 

political insider and close friend to Rockingham than a famous figure included to lend 

legitimacy to the monument. Instead, I suspect Fitzwiliam truly wanted to honor Savile’s 

contributions to he Uncle’s career. 

Edmund Burke is the final person to have a bust included in Rockingham’s 

monument, and he may be the most significant.162 A close personal friend of 
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Rockingham’s, he appears with the Marquis in an unfinished 1766 portrait by Reynolds 

(Figure 38). While trained as a lawyer, Burke discovered shortly after beginning his 

practice in 1750 that he greatly preferred literary work. Burke struggled financially for a 

number of years before eventually becoming private secretary to the MP William Gerard 

Hamilton in 1759. Hamilton was a young Irish politician with high ambition to match 

Burke’s energy. As Hamilton rose through the ranks of Irish politics to become Chief 

Secretary of Ireland and Chancellor Exchequer for Ireland, Burke followed him as 

personal secretary while continuing to write on this side. Through his contacts made by 

writing and metropolitan society in both Dublin and London Burke met and befriended 

many politicians, including Lord John Cavendish. In 1764, Hamilton controversially lost 

his post in Ireland, leaving Burke without a job. Upon Rockingham’s ascendance to the 

position of Prime Minister in 1765, Cavendish helped his talented yet unemployed friend 

Burke secure the position of private secretary to Rockingham. And thus, the highly 

intellectual writer Edmund Burke became associated with Rockingham.  

He quickly took advantage of the situation, both borrowing money from 

Rockingham (reportedly up to £30,000 by the time of Rockingham’s death) and 

becoming an MP for Wendover in the election at the end of 1765.163  Burke became 

deeply attached, both socially and politically, to Rockingham’s administration and took 

great offense when his ministry was pushed out. So much so that he published a scathing 

account of the treatment the administration received with his pamphlet A Short History of 

A Short Administration. Furthermore, he denied the following administration’s offer for a 

position, instead sticking with his new friend Rockingham.  
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Between the administrations Burke remained close with Rockingham, purchasing 

an estate in Buckinghamshire, taking a seat in Parliament representing Malton and 

writing pamphlets supporting Whig causes. Malton was on of Rockingham’s “pocket 

boroughs,” so he created Burke as an MP.164 He also assisted during the trial of Admiral 

Keppel, providing both moral support with his raucously vocal attendance and technical 

support; many of Keppel’s remaining notes for his defense are in Burke’s handwriting.165 

During Rockingham’s second ministry, Burke acted as Paymaster General for the 

Army.166 Later Whig historians perceived this post as a notable slight for a man so close 

to the Prime Minister. Paul Langford claims the slight had two causes “His exclusion is 

generally attributed to his lowly social origins but may equally have resulted from his 

friends' sense of his uncompromising independence of mind and behavior” in the Oxford 

Dictionary of National Biography. Nonetheless, he took to his post as Paymaster General 

with fervor, became quite wealthy as a result and remained a close confidant of 

Rockingham’s. Following the prime minister’s death, Burke lost a tremendous amount of 

political capital, but with assistance from Fitzwilliam retook his seat in Parliament.  

If anything, Burke represents the devoted non-peer followers Rockingham 

obtained from the northern regions of Great Britain. I cannot emphasize how much 

Burke’s life changed when he became Rockingham’s secretary. It was a formative 

experience in his life, creating a devoted and dedicated intellectual who could spread the 

word of Rockingham’s policies.  
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Burke was not only enshrined in the monument as a marble bust, but his words 

also live on. As the Rockingham circle’s premier writer, Fitzwilliam tasked Burke with 

writing the primary inscription on the plinth.   

Burke’s inscription mirrors the classic Whig rhetoric he showed in earlier works 

such as “A Short Account of a Late Short Administration.” As discussed in the first 

chapter, Burke was adamantly opposed to the monarchy’s treatment of the Rockingham 

circle. In particular, he used phrases such as “earnest request of their Royal Master,” 

implying indentured servitude to an ungrateful ruler.167 Burke’s inscription is even more 

scathing; he does not mention the monarchy even once (see Appendix 1). This was a 

conspicuous omission, as Rockingham was of such elite status to have been a Lord of the 

Bedchamber once and is depicted wearing his regalia as a Knight of the Garter. Each of 

these recognitions represent personal acknowledgement from the King and by ignoring 

them, Burke made it plain to any contemporary viewer what the remaining Rockingham 

Whigs thought of the monarchy. Furthermore, this stands in direct opposition to the 

inscription on the 1748 tomb of Thomas Watson-Wentworth, 1st Marquis of Rockingham, 

(Charles’ father) is emphatically supportive of the King.168  

Instead, Burke’s inscription emphasizes Rockingham’s Whig beliefs and his 

ability to form political connections, cementing his status as the leader of leaders. In 

particular, the phrase “He far exceeded all other statesmen in the art of drawing together, 

without the seduction of self-interest, the concurrence and co-operation of various 

dispositions and abilities of men, whom he assimilated to his character, and associated in 
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his labours” summarizes, more succinctly, what I have been trying to say for much of this 

thesis in my descriptions of Rockingham’s political career.  

The inscription summarizes the message of the full memorial with its closing line: 

“REMEMBER, RESEMBLE, PERSEVERE.” Clearly, Burke was telling Fitzwilliam and 

the Rockingham Whigs enshrined that they must remember the leadership of 

Rockingham, resemble his political beliefs and persevere the coming difficulties that 

would arise from his absence. The monument effectively displays Rockingham’s political 

creativity and leadership over his interests in art and collecting.  
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Chapter 6:  The Weddell Memorial in Ripon Cathedral 

William Weddell died on April 30, 1792 at the age of 68.169 While visiting 

London, Weddell frequented a Roman bathhouse on Surrey Street. According to his 

obituary in May, 1792 issue of The Gentleman’s Magazine, the bathwater was 

exceptionally cold on the unseasonably hot day. Entering the bath shocked his frail 

system and he died nearly immediately on entering the water. While he was at the bath, 

his wife and friends were preparing for dinner and the bathhouse sent someone to tell 

them. This anecdote is notable for who came from the party to confirm Weddell’s 

identity and take care of initial arrangements for the corpse: Frederick Montagu (the same 

that appears in Rockingham’s monument).   

Weddell’s wife oversaw the construction of a monument to her late husband 

within Ripon Cathedral, approximately five miles northwest of Newby Hall (Figure 1). 

The monument is relatively small, but highly refined, every component has been 

carefully considered to reflect Weddell’s taste. The central statue is a Nollekens bust of 

Weddell, copied from an original at Newby Hall (Figure 39). Weddell commissioned the 

original bust between 1771 and 1775 for his Sculpture gallery, where it still proudly 

stands (Figure 40).170 The copy at Ripon Cathedral is dated 1795 and presumably is the 

year of installation for the monument.171 

The Nollekens bust stands atop what appears to be an Ancient Roman plinth, but 

is in fact a copy of another plinth at Newby Hall, originally purchased from Piranesi.172 
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The plinth is a cylindrical column, approximately 150 cm tall, topped with a domed 

circular cushion (Figure 41). Two fluted pilasters with clawed feet and topped by 

grotesque fawn masks flank the inscription (Figure 42). An ouroboros, or a snake biting 

its own tail, encircles the cushion atop the shaft. The ouroboros on the monument is 

complete; the snake physically has its tail in its mouth whereas the ouroboros on the 

original plinth at Newby is incomplete; the snake merely wraps around the cushion and 

does not have its tail in its mouth (Figure 43). This means that someone made a conscious 

decision to “close the circle” and complete the ouroboros. That is, someone, likely 

Weddell’s wife, was enough of a connoisseur to realize that a perfect copy of the plinth 

would not have the same level of symbolism as an edited version would. 

The ouroboros is an ancient symbol that numerous cultures have reclaimed 

throughout history.173 Initially used in Ancient Egyptian hieroglyphics as a symbol of 

eternal life and rebirth, the ouroboros was most emphatically used by Gnostics and 

renaissance humanists with the same meaning. Both Gnostics and humanists published 

numerous accounts of the ouroboros and used the symbol on a variety of objects, in 

particular tombstones. Weddell would certainly have known of these tendencies through 

his status as an educated man of great taste. The refinement from an open-ended serpent 

loop to a closed ouroboros on Weddell’s monument indicates that someone, likely 

Weddell’s wife, recognized the symbolism and took steps to correct it for an appropriate 

monument. This also means that Weddell’s wife chose to represent her husband as 

identifying with the Gnostics and humanists. While each group identified to some extent 

with Christianity, they also had tenuous relationships with the religion, in particular with 

                                                
173 Sarah S. Gibson, "Serpent's Bite." In Encyclopedia of Comparative Iconography, edited by Helene E. 
Roberts, (Chicago: Fitzroy Dearborn Publishers, 1998), 813. 
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the orthodox beliefs. This subtle symbol could be indicative of more fundamental issues 

as expressed by the inscription.  

Additionally, The original plinth at Newby Hall does not support the original 

Nollekens bust. Instead, it stands directly to the right of the bust and has an ancient statue 

of an ibis atop it (Figure 13). I cannot say with any degree of certainty that the ibis statue 

on top of the plinth was always there, or even if Weddell necessarily purchased the two 

together. However, they do appear to fit together well and the iconography of the ibis is 

intriguing. In ancient Egypt, the ibis frequently represented the Thoth, a complicated God 

who was the central God, Ra’s heart and tongue.174 The heart was the seat of intelligence 

while the tongue was the mode of sharing that intelligence for the Ancient Egyptians. So, 

in some ways the ibis represents the creation and dissemination of intelligence, which 

may be one description of taste. It was highly unusual for a tourist to purchase an ancient 

statue of an animal during Weddell’s visit to Italy. Granted, supplies of antiquities were 

beginning to run low, but it appears Weddell may have made a conscious decision to 

choose an iconographically rich statue like the ibis. Furthermore, by replacing the ibis 

statue with her husband’s bust, Elizabeth Weddell situated the two as equals, thus 

proclaiming William’s primary virtue of refined taste and intelligence.  

The bust and plinth sit against a wall within the cathedral, in what appears to be a 

portion of a miniature Roman temple. Two fluted columns with Corinthian capitols sit on 

either side of the sculptural components. These columns support a simple entablature 

with a highly ornate roof. The entire structure is bisected, slightly off of the central axis, 

by the wall of the cathedral such that it is nearly a work in high relief instead of in the 

                                                
174 Richard H. Wilkinson, Symbol & Magic in Egyptian Art. (New York: Thames and Hudson, 1994), 74. 
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round. This arrangement means that circumambulation is impossible. In stark contrast to 

Rockingham’s monument, visitors have only one ideal viewpoint.  

Ripon Cathedral records say the architectural features on the monument derive 

from the Temple of Lysicrates, also known as the Lanthorne of Demosthenes.175 Weddell 

would have known this temple as the Lanthorne of Demosthenes, as that was the name 

James Stuart used in his 1762 book Antiquities of Athens (Figure 44, 45).176 The Society 

of Dilletanti (the same as discussed in chapter one) provided funds for Stuart’s trip to 

Greece and assisted with the publication of his book.177 As a member of the group, 

Weddell certainly would have known of the Lanthorne from Stuart’s widely read book. 

According to Ruth Guilding, Weddell followed the trend of copying the Lanthorne.178 A 

number of English landscape gardens used the Lanthorne as a basis for garden features, 

including Shugborough (Figure 46).  

At this point, I must point out the dramatic variety of references made in 

Weddell’s monument. The neoclassical bust of Weddell himself has traditional Roman 

senatorial drapery wrapped around his chest, similar to the busts in Rockingham’s 

monument. The plinth that holds the bust is also based on Roman designs. However, the 

ouroboros wrapped around the top of the plinth is a more complicated symbol dating 

back to ancient Egypt. Furthermore, the Ibis standing atop the original plinth is also 

Egyptian in origin. Finally, the whole monument is based upon a famous Greek temple. I 

do not think this deep iconography is an accident, instead I think Weddell’s wife had 

precise intentions in designing this monument. Contemporaries primarily knew Weddell 

                                                
175 Forsyth-Moser, Toria. Electronic Mail, January 28 2011 
176 James Stuart, The Antiquities of Athens Measured and Delineated by James Stuart F.R.S. And F.S.A. 
And Nicholas Revett Painters and Architects. (London: John Haberkorn, 1762). 
177 Kelly, The Society of Dilletanti, 101-152. 
178 Guilding, “The Sculpture Gallery at Newby Hall,” 91. 
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as a fine connoisseur of the arts. By referencing every known ancient culture in a 

seemingly simple and elegant monument, Weddell’s wife explicitly and accurately 

memorialized her husband.  

How someone’s sense of “taste” can become the basis of their personality, that 

which they are known by, is a central question when discussing William Weddell. Every 

modern biographical account refers to Weddell’s taste, reaching the point where he has 

become almost singularly known for this attribute. No one seems to remember other 

aspects of his life such as his time as an MP. This trend is not new, it began immediately 

following his death. While his brief obituary in The Gentleman’s Magazine focuses on 

the mode of death, it also emphasized Weddell’s status a man of exemplary taste, “Mr. 

W. was distinguished by his taste in virtu, and his collection of pictures.” Indeed, 

Weddell’s connoisseurship seems to be his singular lasting quality, forming immediately 

after his death.  

The subtle references to his connoisseurship embedded in his monument only 

emphasize the more blatant exposition of Weddell’s taste in the inscription on the plinth. 

(Appendix 2) Much like Rockingham’s monument, the inscription on Weddell’s 

monument is of central importance and summarizes how those he left behind 

remembered him. Weddell’s inscription takes a somewhat strange format, most likely 

dictated by space limitations. The first ten lines lay out a biographical description of 

Weddell while dedicating the monument in his memory. Justified to the center of the 

plaque, the intial prose sets up the monument as a record of Weddell’s intellect and taste: 

“In whom every Virtue…That ennobles the human Mind…Was united….With every 

elegance that adorns it,…THIS MONUMENT,…A faint Emblem of his refined Taste…Is 

dedicated by his Widow.” The final line suggests Weddell’s widow as the author of the 
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inscription and designer of the entire monument.179 I have no specific reason to doubt this 

claim, indeed no one would have known Weddell as well as his wife and the overall 

monument includes multiple minor features that she would have been most likely to 

know.  

The next six lines, set apart by a left justification and quotation marks leading 

every sentence form a simple poem with an AABBCC rhyming and eight syllables per 

line. Both the theme of the poem, loneliness and memory following her husband’s death 

and the final line of the previous section further imply Elizabeth Weddell’s authorship.  

This inscription is notable not only for what it says about Weddell and his 

collecting, but what it leaves out. Unlike Rockingham’s monument, which is on a private 

estate, Weddell’s monument is installed in Ripon Cathedral, seat of the Bishop of Ripon 

and Leeds for the Church of England. The inscription makes no mention of religion 

whatsoever. Furthermore, his entire monument totally lacks any Christian symbols or 

icons. These are glaring omissions for a monument installed inside a church. Indeed, not 

only does the Weddell memorial avoid Christian symbols, but also makes several explicit 

references to alternative beliefs (such as the Fawns and Ouroboros on the plinth). These 

references, at least in the case of the Ouroboros, do not necessarily separate Weddell 

from Christianity, but do indicate that Weddell may have held non-traditional personal 

beliefs that may have been unacceptable to display in a church. I do not have any record 

of Weddell feuding with the Church or otherwise expressing these beliefs, but the 

omission raises a question about Weddell’s beliefs.  

Weddell’s monument is a precise, calculated memorial to a man known primarily 

for his refined taste in art. When he died, he left behind no specific plans or directions for 
                                                
179Toria Forsyth-Moser, ed., Who Do You Think They Were? The Memorials of Ripon Cathedral. (Ripon: 
Ripon Cathedral, 2008). 
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his memorial.180 His wife, the person who knew him best, took it upon herself to design a 

memorial that best represented her husband. Instead of focusing on religion or politics, 

she took a variety of references from Weddell’s personal collection and taste, include a 

bust he commissioned before he died, a plinth he purchased in Rome and a design based 

on drawings from a Greek temple, which a society he belonged to paid for. In short, 

every minute detail from Weddell’s memorial in Ripon is a testament to his personal taste 

above all and perpetuates the idea of William Weddell as a historical famous collector, 

connoisseur and arbiter of taste.  
  

                                                
180 No plans that I am aware of at least. There is a distinct possibility that he discussed these matters in 
personal conversations before his death. 
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Conclusions: Monuments and the Lasting Memory 

As far as I am aware, neither Weddell nor Rockingham left behind instructions for 

any sort of monument.181 Instead, the vision and creation of their final, lasting memory, 

carved into stone, was put into the hands of those left behind. I imagine this to be a 

daunting task, one would want to highlight the essential parts of each man’s character 

while making the monument accessible to the viewer and succinct. One would not want 

to falsely exaggerate claims, break from contemporary style (that being the style of the 

men memorialized) or confuse the viewer with ostentatious displays of grandiosity. That 

is to say, funerary monuments are not without agendas and have a story to tell: the story 

of a deceased individual. Both Earl Fitzwilliam and Elizabeth Weddell succeeded in their 

stories.  

Earl Fitzwilliam’s life must have significantly changed after his uncle’s sudden 

death. As Rockingham’s closest male relative, he inherited not only Rockingham’s 

wealth and estates but also many of his political responsibilities and obligations. 

Fitzwilliam had always been part of the upper class and a member of the House of Lords. 

However, he suddenly owned one of the largest estates in Northern England and many 

expected him to help lead Rockingham Whigs through the difficult time following the 

ministry. While I cannot directly comment on Fitzwilliam’s personal ambition, in all 

likelihood he relished the newfound prestige, power and prosperity. By any reasonable 

                                                
181 Of course, either one of them could have explained their desires in personal, private conversations that 
left no record. 
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assumption, Fitzwilliam would have wanted to memorialize Rockingham as a token of 

gratitude if nothing else.  

Fitzwilliam was born at Milton House, near Peterborough, approximately 100 

miles from Wentworth Woodhouse and educated at Eton College on the outskirts of 

London.182 While he certainly would have known his uncle, simple geography and travel 

schedules (especially with their Grand Tours) suggest that Fitzwilliam was not 

particularly close with Rockingham. At minimum, we know Fitzwilliam was not the 

closest person to Rockingham, this honor laid to his wife, Mary Watson-Wentworth. 

While Rockingham’s wife (who lived until 1804) certainly may have had private 

conversations with Fitzwilliam, the Earl really was the dominant force behind the 

monument.  

Fitzwilliam’s decisions in creating the monument seem to have come from 

knowing his circle of friends, observing the collection at Wentworth Woodhouse and 

supporting his own political future more than anything else. The group of eight men 

surrounding Rockingham included his closest political allies. Many stuck by Fitzwilliam 

for some time after Rockingham’s death, although he notably failed to keep them 

together into the 1790’s. The busts and statue are all in Rockingham’s preferred 

neoclassical style. Fitzwilliam also used Rockingham’s preferred English sculptor, 

Joseph Nollekens, for the majority of the work.  

                                                
182 Wilkinson, “Fitzwilliam, William Wentworth”.  
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Overall, Fitzwilliam honored his Uncle as he best saw fit; without controversy or 

reinterpretation of recent history and memorialized him as Fitzwilliam likely thought 

Rockingham saw himself, as a leader of a close-knit group of Whigs. 

Elizabeth Weddell had more personal motivations, she simply wanted to 

memorialize her husband. She had no political party to answer to, no government to lead 

and no policies to argue over. Her memorial to Weddell is a dense amalgamation of 

references to his personal taste and collections. Detailed examination reveals the careful 

planning and considerations made behind every component. As long as the viewer is 

informed, they should be able to understand how Weddell self-identified and how his 

wife chose to remember him.  
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Appendix 1: Inscription on Rockingham Monument Plinth 

Front: 
Marquiss of Rockingham. Earl of Malton, 
Viscount Higham of Higham Ferrers, 
Baron of Rockingham, Malton, Wath, and 
Harrowden and Baronet, in Great Britain, 
Earl and Baron of Malton in the 
Kingdom of Ireland. Lord Lieutenant and 
Custos Rotulorum of the West Riding 
of Yorkshire, City of York, and County 
of the same, Custos Rotulorum of the 
North Riding, and Vice Admiral of the 
Maritime Parts thereof. High Steward 
of Kingston upon Hull, Knight of the 
Garter, and first Commissioner of the 
Board of Treasury. 
Born May 24th. 1730, died July 1st. 1782 

Left (Edmund Burke author): 
    A man worthy to be held in remembrance: because 
he did not live for himself. His Abilities, Industry and 
Influence were employed, without interruption, to 
the last hour of his life, to give stability to the 
liberties of his country; security to its landed 
property; increase to its commerce; independence to 
its publick councils, and concord to its empire. 
These were his Ends. 
      For the attainment of those ends, his policy 
consisted in Sincerity, Fidelity, Directness, and 
Constancy. His virtues were his arts. In opposition, 
he respected the principles of government. In 
administration, he provided for the liberties of the 
people. He employed his moments of power in 
realizing every thing which he had proposed in a 
popular situation; the distinguishing mark of his 
publick conduct. Reserved in profession, sure in 
performance, he laid the foundation of a solid 
confidence. 
      He far exceeded all other statesmen in the art 
of drawing together, without the seduction of 
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self-interest, the concurrence and co-operation of 
various dispositions and abilities of men, whom he 
assimilated to his character, and associated in his 
labours: for it was his aim through his life to convert 
party connexion, and personal friendship, (which 
others had rendered subservient only to temporary 
views, and the purposes of ambition) into a lasting 
 
Rear (Continued from left side): 
depository for his principles; that their energy should not 
depend upon his life, nor fluctuate with the intrigues of a 
court, or with capricious fashions among the people; but 
that by securing a succession in support of his maxims, the 
British constitution might be preserved, according to its true 
genius, on antient foundations, and institutions of tried utility. 
      The virtues of his private life, and those which he exerted in 
the service of the state, were not, in him, seperate principles. 
His private virtues, without any change in their character, 
expanded with the occasion into enlarged publick affections. 
The very same tender, benevolent, feeling, liberal mind, which, 
in the internal relations of life, conciliated the genuine love 
of those who see men as they are, rendered him an inflexible 
Patriot. He was devoted to the cause of Freedom, not because 
he was haughty and intractable, but because he was 
beneficent and humane. 
      A sober, unaffected, unpresuming piety, the basis of all 
sure morality, gave truth and permanence to his Virtues. 
      He died at a fortunate time, before he could feel, by a decisive 
proof, that virtue like his must be nourished from his own 
substance only, and cannot be assured of any external support. 
      Let his successors, who daily behold this monument, 
consider that it was not built to entertain the eye, but to 
instruct the mind. Let them reflect, that their conduct 
will make it their Glory, or their Reproach. Let them feel, 
that similarity of Manners, not proximity of Blood, gives 
them an interest in this Statue. 

REMEMBER. RESEMBLE. PERSEVERE. 
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Right (Frederick Montagu authored): 
ANGELS, whose guardian care is ENGLAND, spread 
Your shadowing wings o'er Patriot WENTWORTH dead: 
With sacred awe his hallow'd ashes keep, 
Where Commerce, Science, Honor, Friendship weep, 
The pious Heir, the deeply sorrowing Wife, 
All the soft ties which bless'd his virtuous life. 
Gentle, Intrepid, Generous, Mild, & Just: 
These heartfelt titles grac'd his honor'd dust. 
No fields of blood, by laurels ill repaid, 
No plunder'd provinces disturb his shade: 
But white-rob'd Peace compos'd his closing eyes, 
And join'd with soft Humanity her sighs: 
They mourn their Patron gone, their Friend no more, 
And ENGLAND'S tears his short-liv'd power deplore. 
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Appendix 2: Inscription on William Weddell Plinth 
 

To the Memory 
Of 

WILLIAM WEDDEL, ESQB. of NEWBY, 
In whom every Virtue 

That ennobles the human Mind 
Was united 

With every elegance that adorns it, 
THIS MONUMENT, 

A faint Emblem of his refined Taste 
Is dedicated by his Widow. 

“ Whom what awaits, while yet she strays 
“ Along the lonely vale of days? 
“ A Pang, to secret sorrow dear: 
“ A Sigh, an unavailing Tear: 
“ Till Time shall every grief remove, 
“ With Life, with Memory, and with Love.” 
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Appendix 3: Figures 

 

 
  

Figure 1: Joseph Nollekens and Elizabeth Weddell, Memorial to William Weddell,  ca. 1795, 
Marble, approximately 5 x 10 feet, Ripon Cathedral 
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Figure 2: John Carr, Earl Fitzwilliam, et al, The Rockingham Monument, 1782-1794, Limestone, 
approximately 90 feet, Wentworth Woodhouse. 

Figure 3: Wentworth Family, Wentworth Woodhouse, ca. 1734, Yorkshire. 
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Figure 4: Foggini Workshop, Venus d’Medici, 
1749, Plaster, Wentworth Woodhouse After 
Mayor, The Sculpture Collection of the 
Second Marquis of Rockingham at Wentworth 
Woodhouse, fig. 39.  

Figure 5: Foggini Workshop, Dancing Faun, 
1749, Plaster, Wentworth Woodhouse. After 
Mayor, The Sculpture Collection of the 
Second Marquis of Rockingham at Wentworth 
Woodhouse, fig. 35. 
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Figure 6: Foggini Workshop, Mercury, 1749, 
Plaster, Wentworth Woodhouse After Mayor, 
The Sculpture Collection of the Second 
Marquis of Rockingham at Wentworth 
Woodhouse, fig. 38.  

Figure 7: Foggini Workshop, Idolino, 1749, 
Plaster, Wentworth Woodhouse After Mayor, 
The Sculpture Collection of the Second 
Marquis of Rockingham at Wentworth 
Woodhouse, fig. 37.  
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Figure 8: Joahnn Zoffany, Tribuna of the Uffizi, 1772-1777, oil on canvas, 49 x 61 inches, English 
Royal Collection.  
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Figure 9: Filippo Della Valle, Flora, 1750, 
Marble, Wentworth Woodhouse After 
Mayor, The Sculpture Collection of the 
Second Marquis of Rockingham at Wentworth 
Woodhouse, fig. 2.  

Figure 10: Bartolomeo Cavaceppi, Antinous, 
1750, Marble, Wentworth Woodhouse After 
Mayor, The Sculpture Collection of the 
Second Marquis of Rockingham at Wentworth 
Woodhouse, fig. 1.  
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Figure 11: Filippo Della Valle, Germanicus, 
1750, Marble, Wentworth Woodhouse After 
Mayor, The Sculpture Collection of the 
Second Marquis of Rockingham at Wentworth 
Woodhouse, fig. 3.  

Figure 12: Giovanni Battista Maini, Venus 
Callipygea, 1750, Marble, Wentworth 
Woodhouse After Mayor, The Sculpture 
Collection of the Second Marquis of 
Rockingham at Wentworth Woodhouse, fig. 4.  
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Figure 13: Unknown (Roman/Egyptian), Ibis, 
Unknown date (ancient Roman), Marble, 
Newby Hall. After Drawing from the Past, fig. 
56. Figure 14: Unknown Roman, Barberini 

Venus, ca 117-138 CE (Hadrianic), 
Marble, Private Qatari Collection. 
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Figure 15: Nathanial Dance, William Weddell Grand Tour Portrait, 1765, Oil on Canvas, 
38 x 53 inches, Newby Hall 
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Figure 16: Unknown (Roman), Mead Antinous, 
ca 100-150 CE, Marble, Wentworth Woodhouse. 
After Mayor fig. 15.  

Figure 17: Joseph Nollekens, Venus Removing 
her Sandal, 1773, Marble, J. Paul Getty Trust. 
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Figure 18: Joseph Nollekens, 
Minerva, 1773, Marble, J. Paul Getty 
Trust. 

Figure 19: Joseph Nollekens, Juno, 1773, 
Marble, J. Paul Getty Trust. 
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Figure 20: Joseph Nollekens, Diana, 1773, 
Marble, Victoria and Albert Museum. 

Figure 21: Unknown (Roman), Paris, 
unknown, Marble, Wentworth Woodhouse. 
After Mayor, fig. 21. 
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Figure 22: Marble Gallery at Wentworth Woodhouse. After Mayor, fig. 57. 
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Figure 23: Wentworth Woodhouse floor plans. After Mayor pg 261. 
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Figure 24: Robert Adam, Ground plan of the Sculpture Gallery, ca 1766, ink and grey wash on 
paper, 7 x 16.5 inches. After Drawing from the Past, fig. 48. 

Figure 25: Interior of the Newby Hall Sculpture Gallery. After Drawing from the Past, fig. 46. 
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Figure 26: Unknown (Roman), Minerva, 
unknown (Thracian era), Marble, Newby Hall. 
After Drawing from the Past, fig. 29. 

Figure 27: John Carr, Preliminary Drawing for 
Rockingham Monument, ca. 1782, ink on 
paper. After Wragg, fig. 3.   
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Figure 28: John Carr, Preliminary Drawing 
for Rockingham Monument, ca. 1782, ink on 
paper. After Wragg, fig. 5.   
 

Figure 29: Unknown (Roman), Monument to 
the Julii, unknown, Marble, approximately 
40 feet, Provence.  
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Figure 30: Rockingham monument interior floor plan. After Mayor pg. 334. 
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Figure 31: Joseph Nollekens, Charles Watson-Wentworth 2nd 
Marquis of Rockingham, ca 1789, Marble, approximately life 
size, Wentworth Woodhouse. 
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Figure 32: (Left) Joseph Carrachi, Admiral Augustus Keppel, 1779, Marble. And Joseph 
Nollekens, Charles James Fox ca. 1789, Marble, Wentworth Woodhouse. 
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Figure 33: Keppel’s Column, 1779, Wentworth Woodhouse. 

Figure 34: Lemuel Francis Abbott, Joseph 
Nollekens, 1797, Oil on Canvas, 30.5 x 25 inches, 
National Portrait Gallery, London. 
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Figure 35: (Left) Joseph Nollekens, John Lee, ca. 1879, Marble. And John Bacon the Elder, Lord 
John Cavdendish ca. 1789, Marble, Wentworth Woodhouse. 
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Figure 36: (Left) John Bacon the Elder, The Duke of Portland, ca. 1879, Marble. And, Joseph 
Nollekens Frederick Montagu ca. 1789, Marble, Wentworth Woodhouse. 
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Figure 37: (Left) Joseph Nollekens, Sir George Savile, ca. 1879, Marble. And, John Hickey 
Edmund Burke ca. 1789, Marble, Wentworth Woodhouse. 
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Figure 38: Joshua Reynolds, The 2nd Marquis of Rockingham and Edmund Burke (Unfinished),  
1766, Oil on Canvas, 57 x 62.5 inches, Fitzwilliam Museum. 
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Figure 39: Joseph Nollekens, Memorial to William Weddell, ca. 
1792, Marble, approximately 5 feet tall, Ripon Cathedral.  
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Figure 40: Nollekens Original Bust in Newby Hall. After Drawing 
from the Past, fig. 25. 

Figure 41: Detail of Weddell Memorial 
Plinth 
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Figure 42: Detail of fawn on Weddell’s plinth 

Figure 43: Detail of snake without tail in mouth on plinth at Newby 
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Figure 44: James Stuart, Temple of Lysicrates (Lanthorne of 
Demosthenes), 1762, Ink on Paper, from The Antiquities of Atehens and 
Other Monuments of Greece.  
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Figure 45: James Stuart, Temple of Lysicrates Decoration, 1762, 
Ink on Paper, from The Antiquities of Atehens and Other 
Monuments of Greece.  
 

Figure 46: Unknown, Shugborough Garden Feature. 
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